Sharelife: 50+ in Europe - Questionnaire version 3.9.4

ST001a CHECK IF PROXY

IWER: Please check. Who answers the questionnaire?
1. Respondent only
2. Respondent and proxy
3. Proxy only

IF ST001a (CHECK IF PROXY) = 3. Proxy only
| ST001b VALIDATE PROXY
| IWER: Are you sure that the respondent is not capable of answering the questionnaire?
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
| ENDIF

ST002 START OF INTERVIEW
Welcome to the life history interview. I am going to ask you some questions about things that have happened during your life. Before we start, I'd like to check a few details you gave us last time we interviewed you.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Preload.W3_CV005_Gender = EMPTY
| ST011 GENDER OF RESPONDENT
| IWER: Code respondents' sex (ask if unsure)
| 1. Male
| 2. Female
| ENDIF

IF Preload.W3_CV004_FirstName = EMPTY
| ST003 NAME OF RESPONDENT
| What is your name?
| ___________
| ELSE
| ST004 CHECK IF NAME IS CORRECTLY RECORDED
| We have your name recorded as [{name of respondent}]. Is this correct?
| 1. Yes
5. No

IF ST004 (CHECK IF NAME IS CORRECTLY RECORDED) = 5. No OR ST004 (CHECK IF NAME IS CORRECTLY RECORDED) = NONRESPONSE

ST005 NAME OF RESPONDENT

What is your name?

__________

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF Preload.W3_CV006_MoBirth = EMPTY OR Preload.W3_CV007_YrBirth = EMPTY

ST006 MONTH OF BIRTH OF RESPONDENT

In which month were you born?

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

ST007 YEAR OF BIRTH OF RESPONDENT

In which year were you born?

(1900..2009)

ELSE

ST008 CHECK IF DATE OF BIRTH IS CORRECTLY RECORDED

We have recorded that you were born in [{month of birth}] of [{year of birth}]. Is this correct?

1. Yes
5. No

IF ST008 (CHECK IF DATE OF BIRTH IS CORRECTLY RECORDED) = 5. No OR ST008 (CHECK IF DATE OF BIRTH IS CORRECTLY RECORDED) = NONRESPONSE

ST009 MONTH OF BIRTH OF RESPONDENT
In which month were you born?

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

ST010 YEAR OF BIRTH OF RESPONDENT
In which year were you born?

(1900..2009)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ST012 START THE CALENDAR

IWER: In the next question, the calendar will start. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

ST013 INTRODUCTION OF THE CALENDAR

IWER: Please explain lifegrid to respondent, for example: The Life History Calendar on the screen shows all the years of your life, from birth to the present. I will ask you questions about events in your life and some of your answers will appear on the calendar. There is a row for each of the different areas of your life which we will cover. The calendar can search for national and world events that have occurred during your life. This may help you determine better when other events in your life happened. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF ST001a (CHECK IF PROXY) <> 3. Proxy only
|
| ST016 PROXY CHECK
|
| IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
| 1. Respondent only
| 2. Respondent and proxy
| 3. Proxy only
|
ENDIF
RC001 START OF RETROSPECTIVE CHILDREN SECTION
First of all, I would like to ask about any children you may have had. Remembering their
dates of birth may help you to remember other events.
IWER:Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

RC022 EVER HAD OTHER NON_MENTIONED CHILDREN
Have you [had another/ever had a] biological child - even one who only lived for a short
time?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RC022 (EVER HAD OTHER NON_MENTIONED CHILDREN) = 1. Yes
|
| RC023 NUMBER OF OTHER CHILDREN
| How many [more] biological children have you had, including any who have died since
| birth?
| IWER:Add if necessary: Please include children who have died or are living elsewhere.
| ___________ (0..20)
| |
| IF RC023 (NUMBER OF OTHER CHILDREN) > 0
| |
| | LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 20
| ||
| | | IF cnt <= RC023(NUMBER OF OTHER CHILDREN)
| |||
| | | | [Let us begin with the oldest child.] In which year was [this/your]
| | | |
| | | [1st/2nd/3rd/4th/5th/6th/7th/8th/9th/10th/11th/12th/13th/14th/15th/16th/17th/18th/19th/20th]
| | | child born?
| | |
| | | (1900..2009)
| | |
| | CHK: NOT ((RC024_kidyob = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) >
| | RC024_kidyob)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both
| | years.]
| |
| | | RC025 FIRST NAME OTHER CHILD
| | | Please tell me this child's first name.
| | |
| | | |
| | | |
| | | | RC026 GENDER OTHER CHILD
| | | |
| | | |
| | | | IWER:Please ask or code: Is [{name other child}] male or female?
| | | |
| | | |
| | | 1. Male
| | | |
| | | 2. Female
| | |
RC027 OTHER CHILD STILL ALIVE

Is {{name other child}} still alive?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RC027 (OTHER CHILD STILL ALIVE) = 5. No

RC028 YEAR OF DEATH OTHER CHILD

In which year did {{name other child}} die?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RC028_kidyod = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RC028_kidyod)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

IF Current.W3_CV005_Gender = a2

IF Index > 1

IF w_Children[piIndex - RC030 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERRUPTION) = 5. More than 1 year but less than 3 years OR
w_Children[piIndex - RC030 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERRUPTION) = 6. 3 years or longer, but worked at some point later

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF askRC029 = 1

RC029 LEFT JOB BECAUSE OF CHILD

Did you temporarily or permanently stop working when {{name other child}} was born?

1. Yes, stopped working temporarily
2. Yes, never worked again
5. No, no interruption
9. Not applicable: Was not working at that time

IF RC029 (LEFT JOB BECAUSE OF CHILD) = 1. Yes, stopped working temporarily

RC030 HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERRUPTION

How long did you stop working for?

1. 1 month or less
2. More than 1 month but less than 3 months
3. More than 3 months but less than 6 months
4. More than 6 months but less than 1 year
5. More than 1 year but less than 3 years
6. 3 years or longer, but worked at some point later

IF RC030 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERRUPTION) = 5. More than 1 year but less than 3 years OR RC030 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERRUPTION) = 6. 3 years or longer, but worked at some point later

RC030a WHEN STARTED WORKING AGAIN

What year did you start working again?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RC030a_malws = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RC030a_malws)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

ELSE

IF askRC029 = 2

ELSE

ENDIF

ENDIF

RC031 SOURCES OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE

Please look at SHOWCARD 2. What sources of income did you have when \{name other child\} was born?

IWER: Please read out and code all that apply.

1. Income from employment (including self-employment)
2. Financial support from Spouse or Partner
3. Maternity benefits from state, employer or other institutions
4. Child benefits from state or other institutions
5. Financial support from Family (not Spouse/Partner) and friends
6. Running down assets or bank accounts
97. Other

IF 97. Other IN RC031(SOURCES OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE)

RC031a OTHER SOURCE OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE

Please specify.
RC032 MATERNITY BENEFIT AMOUNT
Can you tell me how much was your first net monthly maternity benefit when you had [name other child]? 
IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question

RC033 CURRENCY MATERNITY BENEFIT
IWER: Please ask or code: Which currency was this in?

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDLOOP
ENDIF
ENDIF

RC038 OTHER ADOPTED CHILDREN
Did you [adopt another/ever adopt a] child as your own?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RC038 (OTHER ADOPTED CHILDREN) = 1. Yes

RC039 NUMBER OF OTHER ADOPTED
How many[ more] children have you adopted?

LOOP cnt:= 1 TO NUMBER OF OTHER ADOPTED

ENDLOOP
Let us begin with the first child you adopted. What is the name of [this/your] child?

When did you adopt [{name other child}]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RC041_yradopt = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RC041_yradopt)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

Please ask or code: Is [{name other child}] male or female?

1. Male
2. Female

In which year was [{name other child}] born?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RC043_kidyob = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RC043_kidyob)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

CHK: NOT ((RC043_kidyob = RESPONSE) AND (RC041_yradopt < RC043_kidyob)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

Is [{name other child}] still alive?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RC044 (OTHER ADOPTED CHILD STILL ALIVE) = 5. No

In which year did [{name other child}] die?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RC045_kidyod = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > RC045_kidyod)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
ENDIF

IF Current.W3_CV005_Gender = a2
LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 20
ENDLOOP

IF Index > 1

IF opt_Children[piIndex] - RC047 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERUPTION) = 5. More than 1 year but less than 3 years OR
opt_Children[piIndex] - RC047 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERUPTION) = 6. 3 years or longer, but worked at some point later

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF askRC046 = 1

RC046 LEFT JOB BECAUSE OF CHILD
Did you temporarily or permanently stop working when [name other child] was adopted?

1. Yes, stopped working temporarily
2. Yes, never worked again
5. No, no interruption
9. Not applicable: Was not working at that time

IF RC046 (LEFT JOB BECAUSE OF CHILD) = 1. Yes, stopped working temporarily

RC047 HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERUPTION
How long did you stop working for?

1. 1 month or less
2. More than 1 month but less than 3 months
3. More than 3 months but less than 6 months
4. More than 6 months but less than 1 year
5. More than 1 year but less than 3 years
6. 3 years or longer, but worked at some point later

IF RC047 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERUPTION) = 5. More than 1 year but less than 3 years OR RC047 (HOW LONG WAS MATERNITY INTERUPTION) = 6. 3 years or longer, but worked at some point later
WHEN STARTED WORKING AGAIN

When did you start working again?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RC047a_malws = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RC047a_malws)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

RC048 SOURCES OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE

Please look at SHOWCARD 2. What sources of income did you have when [{name other child}] was adopted?

IWER: Please read out and code all that apply.

1. Income from employment (including self-employment)
2. Financial support from Spouse or Partner
3. Maternity benefits from state, employer or other institutions
4. Child benefits from state or other institutions
5. Financial support from Family (not Spouse/Partner) and friends
6. Running down assets or bank accounts
7. Other

IF 7. Other IN RC048(SOURCES OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE)

RC048a OTHER SOURCE OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE

Please specify.

ENDIF

IF 3. Maternity benefits from state, employer or other institutions IN RC048(SOURCES OF INCOME MATERNITY LEAVE)

RC049 MATERNITY BENEFIT AMOUNT

Can you tell me how much was your first net monthly maternity benefit when [{name other child}] was adopted?

IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question

{money}

IF RC049 (MATERNITY BENEFIT AMOUNT) = RESPONSE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC050  CURRENCY MATERNITY BENEFIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IWER: Please ask or code: Which currency was this in?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{currency}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF Current.W3_CV005_Gender = a2
|
| RC054 CHILDREN BORN NOT ALIVE |
| Have you ever had a stillborn child? |
| 1. Yes |
| 5. No |
| IF RC054 (CHILDREN BORN NOT ALIVE) = 1. Yes |
| RC055 NUMBER OF PREGNANCIES NOT ALIVE CHILDREN |
| How many such pregnancies did you have in all? |
| ___________ (0..20) |
| IF RC055 (NUMBER OF PREGNANCIES NOT ALIVE CHILDREN) > 0 |
| LOOP cnt:= 1 TO NUMBER OF PREGNANCIES NOT ALIVE CHILDREN |
| RC056 YEAR PREGNANCY ENDED |
| [Let us begin with the first of these pregnancies.] In which year did [this/the] |
| [1st/2nd/3rd/4th/5th/6th/7th/8th/9th/10th/11th/12th/13th/14th/15th/16th/17th/18th/19th/20th] |
| pregnancy end? |
| ___________ (1900..2009) |
| CHK: NOT ((RC056_prgyr = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RC056_prgyr)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
| RC057 MONTHS PREGNANCY LASTED |
| How many months did this pregnancy last for? |
| IWER: If less than one month enter 1. |
| ___________ (1..10) |
THANKS FOR ANSWERING QN
Thank you for answering these questions.
1. Continue

PRESENCE OF PEOPLE DURING CHILDREN SECTION
Was there anyone other than you and the respondent in the room while you were asking the questions (RC054-RC058) about stillborn children?
1. Yes
5. No

END OF THE CHILDREN SECTION
This is the end of the children section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

PROXY CHECK
Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
1. Respondent only
2. Respondent and proxy
3. Proxy only

START OF THE PARTNER SECTION
I would now like to talk about any relationships you may have had.
Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

EVER BEEN MARRIED
Have you ever been married?
1. Yes
5. No

IF RP002 (EVER BEEN MARRIED) = 1. Yes
How many times have you been married?

__________

NAME OF PARTNER

[What/Thinking of your marriage, what/Thinking of the first of these relationships, what] was your partner's first name?

{name}

WHEN RELATIONSHIP START

When did your relationship with [{Name of partner}] start?

(1900..2009)

IF Index < 11

In which year did you marry [{name of partner}]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP008_prtyrmar) AND (RP008_prtyrmar = RESPONSE)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

YEAR MARRIED

In which year did you marry [{name of partner}]?

(1900..9997)

ENDIF

IF Index > 10

YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER

In what year did you first start living with [{name partner}]?

IWER: Code 9997 if never lived together.

(1900..9997)

ENDIF

IF Index > 10

YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH PARTNER

In which year did you first start living with [a partner/another partner]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP003_prtyr = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP003_prtyr)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

RP004b (YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER) = 9997

ELSE

STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER
IWER: Please ask or code: Are you still living with [{name of partner}]?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF RP009 (STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 5. No

RP010 REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER

IWER: Please ask or code: Why is this? Code 1 for dissolution of civil partnership.
1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce)
2. Widowed/partner died
3. Partner moved into nursing or care home
97. Other reason

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 2. Widowed/partner died

RP011 YEAR OF DEATH PARTNER
In which year did [{name of partner}] die?
1900..2009

CHK: NOT ((RP011_prtyod = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP011_prtyod)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 3. Partner moved into nursing or care home OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 97. Other reason

RP012 YEAR STOPPED LIVING WITH PARTNER
In which year did you stop living with [{name of partner}]?
1900..2009

CHK: NOT ((RP012_prtyrstp = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP012_prtyrstp)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) AND Index < 11

RP013 DIVORCED PARTNER

IWER: Please ask or code: Did you get divorced from [{name of partner}]?
1. Yes
5. No
IF RP013 (DIVORCED PARTNER) = 1. Yes

RP014 YEAR OF DIVORCE
In which year were you divorced from [{name of partner}]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP014_prtyrdiv = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP014_prtyrdiv)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

IF Index > 10

RP015a_ ANY OTHER COHABITATING PARTNERS
Have you ever lived together with someone else as a couple?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 10

IF cnt <= RP002e(HOW OFTEN MARRIED)

RP004 NAME OF PARTNER
What/Thinking of yourFLNumber marriage, what/Thinking of the first of these relationships, what] was your partner's first name?
{name}

RP004c WHEN RELATIONSHIP START
When did your relationship with [{Name of partner}] start?
(1900..2009)

IF Index < 11

RP008 YEAR MARRIED
In which year did you marry [{name of partner}]?
CHK: NOT (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP008_prtyrmar) AND (RP008_prtyrmar = RESPONSE)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

RP004b YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER
In what year did you first start living with [{name partner}]?
IWER:Code 9997 if never lived together.
(1900..9997)
ENDIF

IF Index > 10

RP003 YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH PARTNER
In which year did you first start living with [a partner/another partner]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP003_prtyr = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP003_prtyr)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

IF RP004b (YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER) = 9997
ELSE

RP009 STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER
IWER:Please ask or code: Are you still living with [{name of partner}]?
1. Yes
5. No
ENDIF

IF RP009 (STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 5. No

RP010 REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER
IWER:Please ask or code: Why is this? Code 1 for dissolution of civil partnership.
1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce)
2. Widowed/partner died
3. Partner moved into nursing or care home
97. Other reason

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 2. Widowed/partner died

RP011 YEAR OF DEATH PARTNER
In which year did [{name of partner}] die?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP011_prtyod = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP011_prtyod)) 
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 3. Partner moved into nursing or care home OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 97. Other reason

RP012 YEAR STOPPED LIVING WITH PARTNER

In which year did you stop living with [{name of partner}]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP012_prtyrstp = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP012_prtyrstp)) 
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) AND Index < 11

RP013 DIVORCED PARTNER

IWER: Please ask or code: Did you get divorced from [{name of partner}]?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RP013 (DIVORCED PARTNER) = 1. Yes

RP014 YEAR OF DIVORCE

In which year were you divorced from [{name of partner}]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP014_prtyrdiv = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP014_prtyrdiv)) 
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF
IF Index > 10

RP015a_ ANY OTHER COHABITATING PARTNERS
Have you ever lived together with someone else as a couple?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

ELSE

ENDIF

RP002d EVER HAD UNMARRIED PARTNER
[Have/Not considering your marriage, have/Not considering your marriages, have] you ever lived unmarried together with someone as a couple?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RP002d (EVER HAD UNMARRIED PARTNER) = 1. Yes

RP004 NAME OF PARTNER
[What/Thinking of yourFLNumber marriage, what/Thinking of the first of these relationships, what] was your partner's first name?
{name}

RP004c WHEN RELATIONSHIP START
When did your relationship with [[Name of partner]] start?
(1900..2009)

IF Index < 11

RP008 YEAR MARRIED
In which year did you marry [[name of partner]]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP008_prtyrmar) AND (RP008_prtyrmar = RESPONSE)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
RP004b YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER
In what year did you first start living with [{name partner}]?
IWER: Code 9997 if never lived together.
(1900..9997)
ENDIF

IF Index > 10

RP003 YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH PARTNER
In which year did you first start living with [a partner/another partner]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT (RP003_prtyr = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP003_prtyr)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RP004b (YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER) = 9997
ELSE

RP009 STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER
IWER: Please ask or code: Are you still living with [{name of partner}]?
1. Yes
5. No
ENDIF

IF RP009 (STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 5. No

RP010 REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER
IWER: Please ask or code: Why is this? Code 1 for dissolution of civil partnership.
1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce)
2. Widowed/partner died
3. Partner moved into nursing or care home
97. Other reason

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 2. Widowed/partner died

RP011 YEAR OF DEATH PARTNER
In which year did [{name of partner}] die?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT (RP011_prtyod = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP011_prtyod)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 3. Partner moved into nursing or care home OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 97. Other reason

RP012 YEAR STOPPED LIVING WITH PARTNER

In which year did you stop living with [[name of partner]]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP012_prtyrstp = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP012_prtyrstp)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) AND Index < 11

RP013 DIVORCED PARTNER

IWER: Please ask or code: Did you get divorced from [[name of partner]]?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RP013 (DIVORCED PARTNER) = 1. Yes

RP014 YEAR OF DIVORCE

In which year were you divorced from [[name of partner]]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP014_prtyrdiv = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP014_prtyrdiv)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

IF Index > 10

RP015a ANY OTHER COHABITATING PARTNERS

Have you ever lived together with someone else as a couple?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

LOOP cnt:= 12 TO 20

IF Partners[cnt - RP015a_ (ANY OTHER COHABITATING PARTNERS) = 1. Yes

RP004 NAME OF PARTNER
[What/Thinking of yourFLNumber marriage, what/Thinking of the first of these relationships, what] was your partner’s first name?

{name}

RP004c WHEN RELATIONSHIP START
When did your relationship with [{Name of partner}] start?

(1900..2009)

IF Index < 11

RP008 YEAR MARRIED
In which year did you marry [{name of partner}]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP008_prtyrmar) AND (RP008_prtyrmar = RESPONSE)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

RP004b YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER
In what year did you first start living with [{name partner}]?
IWER: Code 9997 if never lived together.
(1900..9997)

ENDIF

IF Index > 10

RP003 YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH PARTNER
In which year did you first start living with [a partner/another partner]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP003_prtyr = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP003_prtyr)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RP004b (YEAR STARTED LIVING WITH MARRIED PARTNER) = 9997
ELSE

RP009 STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER

IWER: Please ask or code: Are you still living with [{name of partner}]?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF RP009 (STILL LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 5. No

RP010 REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER

IWER: Please ask or code: Why is this? Code 1 for dissolution of civil partnership.
1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce)
2. Widowed/partner died
3. Partner moved into nursing or care home
97. Other reason

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 2. Widowed/partner died

RP011 YEAR OF DEATH PARTNER

In which year did [{name of partner}] die?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP011_prtyod = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RP011_prtyod)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 3. Partner moved into nursing or care home OR RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 97. Other reason

RP012 YEAR STOPPED LIVING WITH PARTNER

In which year did you stop living with [{name of partner}]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP012_prtyrstp = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RP012_prtyrstp)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RP010 (REASONS FOR NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER) = 1. Relationship breakdown (including divorce) AND Index < 11

RP013 DIVORCED PARTNER
IWER: Please ask or code: Did you get divorced from [{name of partner}]?
1. Yes
5. No

IF RP013 (DIVORCED PARTNER) = 1. Yes

RP014 YEAR OF DIVORCE
In which year were you divorced from [{name of partner}]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP014_prtyrdiv = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP014_prtyrdiv)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

ELSE

ENDIF

IF Index > 10

RP015a_ ANY OTHER COHABITATING PARTNERS
Have you ever lived together with someone else as a couple?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

RP016 NON COHABITATING PARTNERS
[Apart from the relationships we already talked about, have/Have] you ever been in a long term relationship that was important to you, where your partner lived at a different address from you for most of the time?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RP016 (NON COHABITATING PARTNERS) = 1. Yes

RP017 START NON-COHABITATING PARTNERSHIP
In which year did this relationship start?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP017_prtncstrt = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RP017_prtncstrt)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

RP018 NAME OF NON-COHABITATING PARTNER
What was your partner's name?

{name}

RP019 STILL IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH NON-COHABITATING PARTNER
Are you still in a relationship with [{name of non-cohabitating partner}]?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RP019 (STILL IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH NON-COHABITATING PARTNER) = 5. No

RP020 END NON-COHABITATING PARTNERSHIP
In which year did your relationship end?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP020_prtncend = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RP020_prtncend)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ELSE

ENDIF

RP021 ANY OTHER NON COHABITATING PARTNERS
Have you ever been in another long term relationship that was important to you where your partner lived at a different address than you for most of the time?

1. Yes
5. No

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 10

IF NoCoPartners[cnt - RP021 (ANY OTHER NON COHABITATING PARTNERS) = 1. Yes

RP017 START NON-COHABITATING PARTNERSHIP
In which year did this relationship start?

(1900..2009)
RP018 NAME OF NON-COHABITATING PARTNER

What was your partner's name?

{name}

RP019 STILL IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH NON-COHABITATING PARTNER

Are you still in a relationship with [{name of non-cohabitating partner}]?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RP019 (STILL IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH NON-COHABITATING PARTNER) = 5.

No

RP020 END NON-COHABITATING PARTNERSHIP

In which year did your relationship end?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RP020_prtncend = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RP020_prtncend)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ELSE

ENDIF

RP021 ANY OTHER NON COHABITATING PARTNERS

Have you ever been in another long term relationship that was important to you where your partner lived at a different address than you for most of the time?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

RP022 END OF THE PARTNER SECTION

IWER: This is the end of the partners section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.

1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
RP023 PROXY CHECK

IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
1. Respondent only
2. Respondent and proxy
3. Proxy only

ENDIF

AC001 START OF THE ACCOMODATION SECTION
In this next section of the interview, I am going to ask you for some information about the different places you have lived in during your life.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

AC002 SPECIAL EVENTS IN ACCOMODATION
Please look at SHOWCARD 3. Have you ever experienced any of the events on this card?
IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. Lived in a children's home
2. Been fostered with another family
3. Evacuated or relocated during a war
4. Lived in a prisoner of war camp
5. Lived in prison
6. Lived in a labor camp
7. Lived in a concentration camp
8. Been an inpatient in a TB institution
9. Stayed in a psychiatric hospital
10. Been homeless for 1 month or more
96. None of these

CHK: NOT ((AC002_acmintro = RESPONSE) AND (( > 1) AND (a96 IN AC002_acmintro))) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

AC003 WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME
In which year did you start to live on your own or establish your own household?
IWER: If asked, the year the respondent views as his/her first own household after the parental home. Please code 9997 if respondent never established own household.
(1900..9997)

CHK: NOT ((AC003_acyrest = RESPONSE) AND (((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth > AC003_acyrest) OR (AC003_acyrest > 2009)) AND NOT (AC003_acyrest = 9997))) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

AC004 RESIDENCE WHEN BORN
I'd like to ask you about the residence you lived in when you were born. Did you live there for more than six months?
IWER: "Residence" refers to an apartment or single house the respondent lived in.
1. Yes
5. No
\textit{IF Index <> 1}  \\
|  \\
| **AC005** SHORT TERM LIVING  \\
| Did you move straight into your next residence and stay there for 6 months or more?  \\
| IWER: Straight into = after less than 6 months  \\
| 1. Yes  \\
| 5. No  \\
| \textit{IF AC005 (SHORT TERM LIVING) = 1. Yes}  \\
| \textit{ELSE}  \\
| \textit{IF AC005 (SHORT TERM LIVING) = 5. No}  \\
|  \\
| **AC006** START LIVING AT RESIDENCE  \\
| When did you start living in [the first/the next] residence that you lived in for six months or more?  \\
| (1900..2009)  \\
| \textbf{CHK: NOT ((AC006_acstrt = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC006_acstrt))} "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"  \\
| \textit{ENDIF}  \\
| \textit{ENDIF}  \\
|  \\
| **AC026** WHERE LIVED  \\
| How should we refer to this place?  \\
| IWER: This question is just meant to uniquely identify the place in the personal events listing. It can be the name of the street, a (unique) name of the town or description of the building, e.g. our London flat.  \\
| \textbf{IF AC006 (START LIVING AT RESIDENCE) = DONTKNOW}  \\
| \textbf{AC007** ESTIMATED START YEAR OF ACCOMMODATION}  \\
| IWER: Ask the respondent to estimate the year they started living in this (next) residence. If cannot estimate, ask for the decade and enter the mid year of this decade - i.e. If 1940s enter 1945 (1900..2009)  \\
| \textbf{CHK: NOT ((AC007_acest = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC007_acest))} "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
AC008 TYPE OF RESIDENCE
Was this a private residence?
IWER:Private residences are those the respondent or his parents or guardians owned or rented in any way.
1. Yes
5. No

IF AC008 (TYPE OF RESIDENCE) = 1. Yes

| AC009 TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE
| [Did your parents or guardians live there as owners, members of a cooperative, tenants, or did they live rent free/Did you live there as an owner, a member of a cooperative, a tenant, or did you live rent free]?
| IWER:Rent-free includes: Living with relatives, friends, in company housing or in employer-provided or family/friend provided housing. A sub-tenant (somebody who rents from somebody who himself or herself rents from a third party) is to be classified as tenant.
| 1. Owner
| 2. Members of a cooperative
| 3. Tenant
| 4. Rent-free
| 97. Other

IF AC009 (TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE) = 97. Other

| AC010 SPECIFY OTHER: PRIVATE RESIDENCE
| Please specify 'other' answer.

ELSE

IF AC008 (TYPE OF RESIDENCE) = 5. No

| AC011 TYPE OF NON-PRIVATE RESIDENCE
| Please look at SHOWCARD 4. What type of residence was it?
| 1. Boarding school or university accommodation
| 2. Orphanage or Children's home
| 3. Housing with the armed forces
| 4. Mental hospital
| 5. Other hospital
| 6. Nursing home for the elderly
| 7. Prison
| 8. Prisoner of war camp
| 9. Labor Camp
10. Concentration camp
97. Other

IF AC011 (TYPE OF NON-PRIVATE RESIDENCE) = 97. Other

AC012 SPECIFY OTHER: NONE-PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Please specify 'other' answer.

___________

ENDIF

ENDIF

AC013 WAS RESIDENCE IN CURRENT COUNTRY
Was this residence within the current boundaries of the United Kingdom?

1. Yes
5. No

IF AC013 (WAS RESIDENCE IN CURRENT COUNTRY) = 5. No

AC014 COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE (NOT CURRENT)
Please look at SHOWCARD 5. Which country, considering current boundaries, was this residence in?

1. Austria
2. Belgium
3. Czech Republic
4. Denmark
5. Finland
6. France
7. Germany
8. Greece
9. Hungary
10. Ireland
11. Italy
12. Netherlands
13. Norway
14. Poland
15. Portugal
16. Slovakia
17. Spain
18. Sweden
19. Switzerland
20. United Kingdom
21. Russia
22. United States
98. Other European country
ELSE

IF AC013 (WAS RESIDENCE IN CURRENT COUNTRY) = 1. Yes

AC015 REGION OF RESIDENCE (NOT CURRENT)
Please look at SHOWCARD 6. Which region was this residence in?

1. North East
2. North West
3. Yorkshire and the Humber
4. East Midlands
5. West Midlands
6. East
7. London
8. South East
9. South West

ENDIF

ENDIF

AC017 AREA OF RESIDENCE
How would you describe the area where this residence was located?
IWER: Please read out.
1. A big city
2. The suburbs or outskirts of a big city
3. A large town
4. A small town
5. A rural area or village

IF AC006 (START LIVING AT RESIDENCE) >= AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME) OR AC007 (ESTIMATED START YEAR OF ACCOMMODATION) >= AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME) AND AC009 (TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE) = 1. Owner

AC018 HOW ACQUIRED PROPERTY
Please look at SHOWCARD 7. How did you acquire this property?
IWER: Please code all that apply. If unclear, "own means" includes spousal support.
1. Purchased or built it with own means
2. Purchased or built it with a mortgage
3. Purchased or built it with help from family
4. Received it as a bequest
5. Received it as a gift
6. Acquired it through other means

IF 1. Purchased or built it with own means IN AC018 (HOW ACQUIRED PROPERTY) OR 2. Purchased or built it with a mortgage IN AC018 (HOW ACQUIRED PROPERTY) OR 3. Purchased or built it with help from family IN AC018 (HOW
AQUIRED PROPERTY) OR 6. Acquired it through other means IN

\[ AC018 \text{(HOW AQUIRED PROPERTY)} \]

\[ AC019 \text{ PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY} \]

What was the price of this property?

IWER: We are interested in the market value of the property at the time of purchase. Enter amount. Enter currency at next question.

\{money\}

\[ IF \ AC019 \text{ (PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY)} = \text{RESPONSE} \]

\[ AC020 \text{ CURRENCY OF OWNED PROPERTY} \]

Which currency was this in?

IWER: Please ask or code.

\{currency\}

ENDIF

ENDIF

AC021 STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE

In which year did you stop living in this residence (\{name of residence\}, which you [lived in when you were born/started living at in FL\_livingin])?

IWER: Please code 9997 if respondent still lives in the same residence (i.e. apartment or house).

(1900..9997)

CHK: NOT ((AC021_acstop = RESPONSE) AND (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC021_acstop) OR (AC021_acstop > 2009)) OR (AC021_acstop < AC006_acstrt)) AND NOT (AC021_acstop = 9997)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

IF AC021 (STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE) = 9997

ELSE

ENDIF

IF AC006 (START LIVING AT RESIDENCE) >= AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME)

OR AC007 (ESTIMATED START YEAR OF ACCOMMODATION) >=

AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME) AND AC009 (TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE) = 1. Owner AND AC021 (STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE) <> 9997

AC022 WHAT DONE WITH PROPERTY

What did you do with the property after you stopped living there?

IWER: Please read out.

1. Sold it
1. Sold it  
2. Kept it  
3. Gave it as a gift to someone  
4. Was dispossessed  
96. None of these  

IF AC022 (WHAT DONE WITH PROPERTY) = 1. Sold it

AC023 SALE PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY
How much did you sell the property for?
IWER: We are interested in the market value of the property at the time of the sale.
{money}

AC024 SALE CURRENCY OF OWNED PROPERTY
IWER: Please ask or code: Which currency was this in?
{currency}

ELSE

IF AC022 (WHAT DONE WITH PROPERTY) = 2. Kept it

AC022a STILL OWN PROPERTY
Do you still own this property?
1. Yes
5. No

IF AC022a (STILL OWN PROPERTY) = 5. No

AC022b DO WITH PROPERTY
What did you do with the property?
IWER: Please read out.
1. Sold it
3. Gave it as a gift to someone
4. Was dispossessed
96. None of these

IF AC022b (DO WITH PROPERTY) = 1. Sold it

AC022c WHEN SELL PROPERTY
In which year did you sell the property?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((AC022c_yrsellprop = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC022c_yrsellprop)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

AC023 SALE PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY
How much did you sell the property for?
We are interested in the market value of the property at the time of the sale. {money}

If AC023 (Sale Price of Owned Property) = Response

AC024 Sale Currency of Owned Property

Please ask or code: Which currency was this in? {currency}

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 50

If Residence[cnt - AC021 (Stopped Living at Residence) <> Empty AND Residence[cnt - AC021 (Stopped Living at Residence) <> 9997

If Index <> 1

AC005 Short Term Living

Did you move straight into your next residence and stay there for 6 months or more? IWER: Straight into = after less than 6 months

1. Yes

5. No

1. If AC005 (Short Term Living) = 1. Yes

Else

1. If AC005 (Short Term Living) = 5. No

AC006 Start Living at Residence

When did you start living in [the first/the next] residence that you lived in for six months or more?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((AC006_acstrt = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC006_acstrt)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
AC026 WHERE LIVED
How should we refer to this place?
IWER: This question is just meant to uniquely identify the place in the personal events listing. It can be the name of the street, a (unique) name of the town or description of the building, e.g. our London flat.

IF AC006 (START LIVING AT RESIDENCE) = DONTKNOW

AC007 ESTIMATED START YEAR OF ACCOMMODATION
IWER: Ask the respondent to estimate the year they started living in this (next) residence. If cannot estimate, ask for the decade and enter the mid year of this decade - i.e. If 1940s enter 1945 (1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((AC007_acest = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC007_acest)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

AC008 TYPE OF RESIDENCE
Was this a private residence?
IWER: Private residences are those the respondent or his parents or guardians owned or rented in any way.
1. Yes
5. No

IF AC008 (TYPE OF RESIDENCE) = 1. Yes

AC009 TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE
[Did your parents or guardians live there as owners, members of a cooperative, tenants, or did they live rent free/Did you live there as an owner, a member of a cooperative, a tenant, or did you live rent free]?
IWER: Rent-free includes: Living with relatives, friends, in company housing or in employer-provided or family/friend provided housing. A sub-tenant (somebody who rents from somebody who himself or herself rents from a third party) is to be classified as tenant.
1. Owner
2. Members of a cooperative
3. Tenant
4. Rent-free
97. Other

IF AC009 (TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE) = 97. Other

AC010 SPECIFY OTHER: PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Please specify 'other' answer.

ENDIF

ELSE

IF AC008 (TYPE OF RESIDENCE) = 5. No

AC011 TYPE OF NON-PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Please look at SHOWCARD 4. What type of residence was it?

1. Boarding school or university accommodation
2. Orphanage or Children's home
3. Housing with the armed forces
4. Mental hospital
5. Other hospital
6. Nursing home for the elderly
7. Prison
8. Prisoner of war camp
9. Labor Camp
10. Concentration camp
97. Other

IF AC011 (TYPE OF NON-PRIVATE RESIDENCE) = 97. Other

AC012 SPECIFY OTHER: NONE-PRIVATE RESIDENCE
Please specify 'other' answer.

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

AC013 WAS RESIDENCE IN CURRENT COUNTRY
Was this residence within the current boundaries of the United Kingdom?

1. Yes
5. No

IF AC013 (WAS RESIDENCE IN CURRENT COUNTRY) = 5. No
AC014 COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE (NOT CURRENT)
Please look at SHOWCARD 5. Which country, considering current boundaries, was this residence in?

1. Austria
2. Belgium
3. Czech Republic
4. Denmark
5. Finland
6. France
7. Germany
8. Greece
9. Hungary
10. Ireland
11. Italy
12. Netherlands
13. Norway
14. Poland
15. Portugal
16. Slovakia
17. Spain
18. Sweden
19. Switzerland
20. United Kingdom
21. Russia
22. United States
23. Other European country
24. Non-European country

ELSE

IF AC013 (WAS RESIDENCE IN CURRENT COUNTRY) = 1. Yes

AC015 REGION OF RESIDENCE (NOT CURRENT)
Please look at SHOWCARD 6. Which region was this residence in?

1. North East
2. North West
3. Yorkshire and the Humber
4. East Midlands
5. West Midlands
6. East
7. London
8. South East
9. South West

ENDIF

ENDIF
AC017 AREA OF RESIDENCE
How would you describe the area where this residence was located?
IWER: Please read out.
1. A big city
2. The suburbs or outskirts of a big city
3. A large town
4. A small town
5. A rural area or village

IF AC006 (START LIVING AT RESIDENCE) >= AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME)
OR AC007 (ESTIMATED START YEAR OF ACCOMMODATION) >=
AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME) AND AC009 (TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE)
= 1. Owner

AC018 HOW AQUIRED PROPERTY
Please look at SHOWCARD 7. How did you acquire this property?
IWER: Please code all that apply. If unclear, "own means" includes spousal support.
1. Purchased or built it with own means
2. Purchased or built it with a mortgage
3. Purchased or built it with help from family
4. Received it as a bequest
5. Received it as a gift
6. Acquired it through other means

IF 1. Purchased or built it with own means IN AC018 (HOW AQUIRED PROPERTY) OR
2. Purchased or built it with a mortgage IN
AC018 (HOW AQUIRED PROPERTY) OR 3. Purchased or built it with help from family
IN AC018 (HOW AQUIRED PROPERTY) OR 6. Acquired it through
other means IN AC018 (HOW AQUIRED PROPERTY)

AC019 PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY
What was the price of this property?
IWER: We are interested in the market value of the property at the time of purchase. Enter amount. Enter currency at next question.
{money}

IF AC019 (PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY) = RESPONSE

AC020 CURRENCY OF OWNED PROPERTY
Which currency was this in?
IWER: Please ask or code.
{currency}

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

AC021 STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE
In which year did you stop living in this residence ({{name of residence}}), which you [lived
in when you were born/started living at in

IWER: Please code 9997 if respondent still lives in the same residence (i.e. apartment or house).

IF AC021 (STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE) = 9997
ELSE
ENDIF

IF AC021 (STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE) = 9997
ELSE
ENDIF

IF AC006 (START LIVING AT RESIDENCE) >= AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME)
OR AC007 (ESTIMATED START YEAR OF ACCOMMODATION) >=
AC003 (WHEN ESTABLISHED HOME) AND AC009 (TYPE OF PRIVATE RESIDENCE)
= 1. Owner AND AC021 (STOPPED LIVING AT RESIDENCE) <> 9997

AC022 WHAT DONE WITH PROPERTY
What did you do with the property after you stopped living there?
IWER: Please read out.
1. Sold it
2. Kept it
3. Gave it as a gift to someone
4. Was dispossessed
96. None of these

IF AC022 (WHAT DONE WITH PROPERTY) = 1. Sold it

AC023 SALE PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY
How much did you sell the property for?
IWER: We are interested in the market value of the property at the time of the sale.
{money}

AC024 SALE CURRENCY OF OWNED PROPERTY
IWER: Please ask or code: Which currency was this in?
{currency}

ELSE

IF AC022 (WHAT DONE WITH PROPERTY) = 2. Kept it

AC022a STILL OWN PROPERTY
Do you still own this property?
1. Yes
5. No

IF AC022a (STILL OWN PROPERTY) = 5. No

AC022b DO WITH PROPERTY

What did you do with the property?
IWER: Please read out.

1. Sold it
3. Gave it as a gift to someone
4. Was dispossessed
96. None of these

IF AC022b (DO WITH PROPERTY) = 1. Sold it

AC022c WHEN SELL PROPERTY

In which year did you sell the property?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((AC022c_yrsellprop = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > AC022c_yrsellprop)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

AC023 SALE PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY

How much did you sell the property for?
IWER: We are interested in the market value of the property at the time of the sale.

{money}

IF AC023 (SALE PRICE OF OWNED PROPERTY) = RESPONSE

AC024 SALE CURRENCY OF OWNED PROPERTY

IWER: Please ask or code: Which currency was this in?

{currency}

ENDIF
AC025 END OF THE ACCOMMODATION SECTION

IWER: This is the end of the accommodation section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
|
| AC027 PROXY CHECK
|
| IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
| 1. Respondent only
| 2. Respondent and proxy
| 3. Proxy only
| ENDIF

CS001 START OF THE CHILDHOOD SES SECTION

We would like to find out more about where you lived when you were ten years old. Earlier you told me that when you were ten you lived [with your parents or guardians in a private residence/in a boarding school or university accommodation/in an orphanage or children's home/in housing with the armed forces/in a mental hospital/in a hospital/in a nursing home for the elderly/in a prison/in a prisoner of war camp/in a labor camp/in a concentration camp/somewhere else] ({{name of living location at age 10}}).

IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

CS002 ROOMS WHEN TEN YEARS OLD

How many rooms did your household occupy in this accommodation, including bedrooms but excluding kitchen, bathrooms, and hallways?

IWER: Do not count boxroom, cellar, attic etc.

___________ (0..50)

CS003 NUMBER OF PEOPLE LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD WHEN TEN

Including yourself, how many people lived in your household at this accommodation when you were 10?

___________ (0..50)

IF AC008 (TYPE OF RESIDENCE) = 1. Yes
|
| CS004 WHO LIVED IN HOUSEHOLD WHEN TEN
| Please look at SHOWCARD 8. Which of the people on this card did you live with at this accommodation when you were 10?
| IWER: Please code all that apply.
| 1. Biological mother
| 2. Biological father
| 3. Adoptive, step or foster mother
| 4. Adoptive, step or foster father
15. Biological brother(s) or sister(s)
16. Adoptive, step, foster or half brother(s) or sister(s)
17. Grandparent(s)
18. Other relative(s) - specify at later question
19. Other non-relative(s) - specify at later question

IF 8. Other relative(s) - specify at later question IN CS004(WHO LIVED IN HOUSEHOLD WHEN TEN)

CS005 SPECIFY OTHER RELATIVES WHEN TEN
|| Please specify the other relative(s).
||
|| ___________
||
| ENDIF
|

ENDIF

IF 9. Other non-relative(s) - specify at later question IN CS004(WHO LIVED IN HOUSEHOLD WHEN TEN)

CS006 SPECIFY OTHER NON-RELATIVES WHEN TEN
|| Please specify the other non-relative(s).
||
|| ___________
||
| ENDIF
|

ENDIF

CS007 FEATURES OF ACCOMODATION WHEN TEN
Please look at SHOWCARD 9. Did this accommodation have any of the features on this card when you were aged 10? IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. Fixed bath
2. Cold running water supply
3. Hot running water supply
4. Inside toilet
5. Central heating
96. None of these

CHK: NOT (((CS007_csesfeat = RESPONSE) AND ( > 1)) AND (a96 IN CS007_csesfeat))
"[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

CS008 NUMBER OF BOOKS WHEN TEN
Please look at SHOWCARD 10. Approximately how many books were there in the place you lived in when you were 10? Do not count magazines, newspapers, or your school books.

1. None or very few (0-10 books)
2. Enough to fill one shelf (11-25 books)
3. Enough to fill one bookcase (26-100 books)
4. Enough to fill two bookcases (101-200 books)
5. Enough to fill two or more bookcases (more than 200 books)

IF AC008 (TYPE OF RESIDENCE) = 1. Yes

CS009 OCCUPATION OF MAIN BREADWINNER WHEN TEN
Please look at SHOWCARD 11. What best describes the occupation of the household's main breadwinner when you were 10?
IWER: The main breadwinner is the person providing the majority of income for the household.
1. Legislator, senior official or manager
2. Professional
3. Technician or associate professional
4. Clerk
5. Service, shop or market sales worker
6. Skilled agricultural or fishery worker
7. Craft or related trades worker
8. Plant/machine operator or assembler
9. Elementary occupation
10. Armed forces
11. SPONTANEOUS ONLY: There was no main breadwinner

ENDIF

CS010 RELATIVE POSITION TO OTHERS MATHEMATICALLY WHEN TEN
Now I would like you to think back to your time in school when you were 10 years old. How did you perform in Maths compared to other children in your class? Did you perform much better, better, about the same, worse or much worse than the average?

1. Much better
2. Better
3. About the same
4. Worse
5. Much worse
9. Not applicable: did not go to school

IF CS010 (RELATIVE POSITION TO OTHERS MATHEMATICALLY WHEN TEN) <> 9. Not applicable: did not go to school

CS010a RELATIVE POSITION TO OTHERS LANGUAGE WHEN TEN
And how did you perform in {Country's Language} compared to other children in your class? Did you perform much better, better, about the same, worse or much worse than the average?

1. Much better
2. Better
3. About the same
4. Worse
5. Much worse
ENDIF

CS011 END OF THE CHILDHOOD SES

IWER: This is the end of the childhood section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
  | CS012 PROXY CHECK
  | IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
  | 1. Respondent only
  | 2. Respondent and proxy
  | 3. Proxy only
  | ENDIF

RE001 START OF THE WORK HISTORY SECTION

Now I'm going to ask you for some details about the work you have done in your life.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

RE002 AGE FINISHED FULLTIME EDUCATION

In which year did you finish continuous full-time education at school or college?
IWER: Please enter 9000 if respondent never went to school. “Full-time education” is education as the main activity of the respondent. University or college is included in full time education, military service is excluded. Apprenticeship and vocational training are part of full time education.
EXAMPLES: a university student working at night as a waitress is in full time education, a plumber doing evening classes is not.
(1900..9997)

CHK: NOT ((RE002_agefinage = RESPONSE) AND (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > RE002_agefinage) OR (RE002_agefinage > 2009)) AND NOT (RE002_agefinage = 9000)))
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

IF RE002 (AGE FINISHED FULLTIME EDUCATION) = 9000
  |
RE003 SITUATION AT AGE 15 IF NO EDUCATION

Please look at SHOWCARD 12. Which of these best describes the situation you were in at age 15?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
INTRODUCTION TO WORK HISTORY

I'm going to ask you about each paid job that lasted for 6 months or more. A series of short-
term jobs for different employers that were essentially
the same role counts as 1 job.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.

1. Continue

IF RE003 (SITUATION AT AGE 15 IF NO EDUCATION) <> 1. Employee or self-employed

| RE005 EVER DONE PAID WORK
| Have you ever done any paid work, which lasted for a period of 6 months or more?
| 1. Yes
| 5. No

ENDIF

IF RE002 (AGE FINISHED FULLTIME EDUCATION) <> 9000 AND RE005 (EVER DONE
PAID WORK) = 1. Yes

| RE006 START FIRST PAID JOB
| Did you start your first paid job (which lasted for a period of 6 months or more, as employed
or self employed) straight after you left full-time
| education or was there a gap longer than 6 months?
| IWER: Add if necessary: As before, if your first job was one of a series of similar short-term
jobs for different employers then please count these as
| 1 job and tell me when you started the first of these similar short-term jobs.
| Straight after = after less than 6 months
| 1. Started first job STRAIGHT AFTER left full time education
| 2. Had a gap of 6 MONTHS OR MORE before starting first job
| 3. Started first job BEFORE left full time education

ENDIF

IF RE002 (AGE FINISHED FULLTIME EDUCATION) <> 9000 AND RE005 (EVER DONE
PAID WORK) = 1. Yes AND RE006 (START FIRST PAID JOB) = 2.

Had a gap of 6 MONTHS OR MORE before starting first job OR RE005 (EVER DONE PAID
WORK) = 5. No

RE007 SITUATION IN GAP AFTER EDUCATION
Please look at SHOWCARD 13. Which of these best describes the situation you were in straight after you left continuous full-time education?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
18. Other

ENDIF

IF RE005 (EVER DONE PAID WORK) = 5. No

IF RE003 (SITUATION AT AGE 15 IF NO EDUCATION) = RESPONSE

RE008 DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE
Has your situation ever changed [since you were unemployed and searching for a job/since you were unemployed and not searching for a job/since you had a short term job/since you were sick or disabled/since you were looking after home or family/since you were leisureing, travelling or doing/since you retired from work/since you were training/since you had further full time education/since you had military services, were a war prisoner or equivalent/since you were managing your assets/since your voluntary or community work/since you did forced labour or were in jail/since you were exiled or banished/since you were in a labor camp/since you were in a concentration camp/since this other situation] [in FL_Year]?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RE008 (DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE) = 1. Yes

RE009 YEAR OF CHANGE OF SITUATION
In which year did your situation change?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE009_yrchg = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE009_yrchg)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

RE010 SITUATION CHANGED TO
Please look at SHOWCARD 14. Which of these best describes the situation you changed to?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
18. Other
ENDIF
ELSE
IF RE007 (SITUATION IN GAP AFTER EDUCATION) = RESPONSE

RE008 DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE
Has your situation ever changed [since you were unemployed and searching for a job/since you were unemployed and not searching for a job/since you had a short term job/since you were sick or disabled/since you were looking after home or family/since you were leisureing, travelling or doing/since nothing/since you retired from work/since you were training/since you had further full time education/since you had military services, were a war prisoner or equivalent/since you were managing your assets/since your voluntary or community work/since you did forced labour or were in jail/since you were exiled or banished/since you were in a labor camp/since you were in a concentration camp/since this other situation] [in FL_Year]?
1. Yes
5. No
ELSE
IF RE008 (DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE) = 1. Yes
RE009 YEAR OF CHANGE OF SITUATION

In which year did your situation change?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE009_yrchg = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE009_yrchg)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

RE010 SITUATION CHANGED TO

Please look at SHOWCARD 14. Which of these best describes the situation you changed to?

IWER: Please code only one.

1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
97. Other

ENDIF

ENDIF

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 20

IF NeverWork[cnt - RE008 (DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE) = 1. Yes

RE008 DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE

Has your situation ever changed [since you were unemployed and searching for a job/since you were unemployed and not searching for a job/since you had a short term job/since you were sick or disabled/since you were looking after home or family/since you were leisureing, travelling or doing/since you retired from work/since you were training/since you had further full time education/since you had military services, were a war/since prisoner or equivalent/since you were managing your assets/since your voluntary or community work/since you did forced labour or were in jail/since you were exiled or banished/since you were in a labor camp/since you were in a
concentration camp/since this other situation] [in FL_Year]?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RE008 (DID SITUATION EVER CHANGE) = 1. Yes

RE009 YEAR OF CHANGE OF SITUATION
In which year did your situation change?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE009_yrchg = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RE009_yrchg)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

RE010 SITUATION CHANGED TO
Please look at SHOWCARD 14. Which of these best describes the situation you changed to?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
97. Other

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDLOOP

ENDIF

IF RE005 (EVER DONE PAID WORK) = 1. Yes OR RE003 (SITUATION AT AGE 15 IF NO EDUCATION) = 1. Employee or self-employed

RE011 YEAR STARTED JOB
In which year did you start your [first/next] paid job (as employee or self employed), which
lasted for 6 months or more?

Add if necessary: As before, if your job was one of a series of similar short-term jobs for different employers then please count these as 1 job and tell me when you started the first of these similar short-term jobs.

| (1900..2009) |

CHK: NOT ((RE011_jobstrt = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE011_jobstrt)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

**RE012 TITLE OF JOB**

What was your job called? Please give the exact name or title.

| __________ |

**RE013 JOB DESCRIPTION**

Please look at SHOWCARD 15. What best describes your job as [{job title}]?

IWER: Please code only one.

1. Legislator, senior official or manager
2. Professional
3. Technician or associate professional
4. Clerk
5. Service, shop or market sales worker
6. Skilled agricultural or fishery worker
7. Craft or related trades worker
8. Plant/machine operator or assembler
9. Elementary occupation
10. Armed forces

**RE014 JOB INDUSTRY**

Please look at SHOWCARD 16. What kind of business, industry or services were you working in as [{job title}]?

IWER: Please code only one.

1. Agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing
2. Mining and quarrying
3. Manufacturing
4. Electricity, gas and water supply
5. Construction
6. Wholesale and retail trade
7. Hotels and restaurants
8. Transport, storage and communication
9. Financial intermediation
10. Real estate, renting and business activities
11. Public administration and defence
12. Education
13. Health and social work
14. Other community

**RE015 WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF**

In this job as [{job title}], were you an employee, a civil servant, or a self-employed?
1. Employee
2. Civil servant
3. Self-employed (including working for family business)

**RE016 JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME**
In this job as [{job title}], did you work full-time or part-time or a combination of both? IWER: If unsure, enter part-time if were classified as such by their employer. Please code only one.
1. Always full-time
2. Always part-time
3. Changed once from full-time to part-time
4. Changed once from part-time to full-time
5. Changed multiple times

**IF RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 2. Always part-time OR RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 4. Changed once from part-time to full-time**

**RE017 WHY WORKED PART-TIME**
Please look at SHOWCARD 17. What was the main reason you worked part-time [in the beginning/when you switched for the first time/{empty}]?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. To take care of own children or grandchildren
2. To take care of parents
3. To take care of other relatives
4. Because of health problems
5. Education/training
6. A full-time job was not available (anymore)
7. Went into partial retirement
97. Other

**ENDIF**

**IF RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 3. Changed once from full-time to part-time OR RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 5. Changed multiple times**

**RE018 WHEN CHANGED TO PART-TIME**
In which year did you switch from working full-time to part-time [empty]/for the first time in this job as [{job title}]?

1. (1900..2009)

**CHK: NOT ((RE018_whntopart = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE018_whntopart)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"

**RE019 REASONS CHANGING TO PART-TIME**
Please look at SHOWCARD 17. What was the main reason when you switched from full-time to part-time [empty]/for the first time?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. To take care of own children or grandchildren
2. To take care of parents
3. To take care of other relatives
4. Because of health problems
5. Education/training
6. A full-time job was not available (anymore)
7. Went into partial retirement
8. Other

ENDIF

IF RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 4. Changed once from part-time to full-time
OR RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 5. Changed multiple times

RE020 WHEN CHANGED TO FULL-TIME
In which year did you switch [[empty]/for the first time] from working part-time to full-time in this job as [[job title]]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE020_whntofull = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RE020_whntofull)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant

RE021 FIRST MONTHLY WAGE IN JOB
Can you tell me, approximately, how much you were paid monthly after taxes when you started doing this job as [[job title]]? [If you worked part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you were paid, not the full-time equivalent./{empty}]
IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question

IF RE021 (FIRST MONTHLY WAGE IN JOB) = RESPONSE

RE022 CURRENCY OF WAGE
Which currency was this in?
IWER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 3. Self-employed (including working for family business)

RE023 FIRST MONTHLY WORK INCOME IN SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Can you tell me, approximately, how much was your monthly income from work after taxes when you started doing this job as [[job title]]? [If you worked part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you were paid, not the full-time equivalent.]

IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question

IF RE023 (FIRST MONTHLY WORK INCOME IN SELF-EMPLOYMENT) = RESPONSE

RE024 CURRENCY OF WORK INCOME

Which currency was this in?

IWER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

RE025 CONTRIBUTIONS TO RETIREMENT PLANS

While doing this job as [[job title]], towards which of the following did you or your employer contribute?

IWER: Please read out and code all that apply. Add if necessary: These contributions may have happened at any time you were in this job.

1. A public pension plan
2. An occupational pension plan
3. A private pension plan or individual retirement plan
4. No contributions paid

CHK: NOT ((> 1) AND (a4 IN RE025_jobcont)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

RE026 YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB

In which year did you stop doing this job as [[job title]]?

IWER: If still in this job, please code 9997. Do not include maternity leaves. Add if necessary: As before, if your first job was one of a series of similar short-term jobs for different employers then please count these as 1 job and tell me when you stopped the last of these similar short-term jobs. In general you should code when the respondent changed employer although you can count a change in roles for the same employer if the respondent wishes.

(1900..9997)

CHK: NOT ((RE026_jobstop = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE026_jobstop)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"

IF RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) = 9997

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant
RE027 CURRENT WAGE IF STILL EMPLOYED
Can you tell me, approximately, how much is your current monthly wage after taxes as [[job title]]? [If you work part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you are paid, not the full-time equivalent.]
IER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE027 (CURRENT WAGE IF STILL EMPLOYED) = RESPONSE

RE028 CURRENCY OF CURRENT WAGE
Which currency was this in?
IER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

RE029 CURRENT WORK INCOME IF STILL SELF-EMPLOYED
Can you tell me, approximately, how much is your current monthly income from work after taxes as [[job title]]? [If you work part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you are paid, not the full-time equivalent.]
IER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE029 (CURRENT WORK INCOME IF STILL SELF-EMPLOYED) = RESPONSE

RE030 CURRENCY OF CURRENT WORK INCOME
Which currency is this in?
IER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

WQ015 INTRODUCTION TO WORK QUALITY CURRENT
Please look at SHOWCARD 19. I am going to read some statements people might use to describe their work. Thinking about your present job as [[job title]], please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the each statement.
IER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

WQ016 WORK IS PHYSICALLY DEMANDING
My job as [[job title]] is physically demanding. Would you say you ...
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ017 WORK IS UNCOMFORTABLE
My immediate work environment is uncomfortable (for example, because of noise, heat, crowding).(Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ018 WORK HAS HEAVY TIME PRESSURE
I am under constant time pressure due to a heavy workload.(Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ019 WORK IS EMOTIONALLY DEMANDING
My work is emotionally demanding.(Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ020 WORK INVOLVES CONFLICTS
I am exposed to recurring conflicts and disturbances.(Would you say you ...)
IWER: This refers to clients, co-workers or supervisors.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ021 WORK HAS LITTLE FREEDOM TO DECIDE
I have very little freedom to decide how to do my work.(Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ022 WORK ALLOWS DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS
I have an opportunity to develop new skills.(Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ023 WORK GIVES RECOGNITION**
I receive the recognition I deserve for my work. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ024 WORK HAS ADEQUATE SALARY**
Considering all my efforts and achievements, my salary is adequate. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ025 WORK HAS ADEQUATE SUPPORT**
I receive adequate support in difficult situations. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ026 CURRENT WORK ATMOSPHERE**
There is a good atmosphere between me and my colleagues. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

```plaintext
IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR
RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant

**WQ027 WORK EMPLOYEES ARE TREATED FAIRLY**
In general, employees are treated with fairness. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ028 CURRENT WORK HEALTH RISK REDUCED**
The state takes adequate measures to protect me from health hazards at the workplace. (Would you say you...

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) <> 9997

RE031 REASONS LEFT JOB
Please look at showcard 18. On what terms did you leave this job?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. I resigned
2. I was laid off
3. By mutual agreement
4. My plant or office closed down
5. A temporary job had been completed
6. I retired
97. Other reason

IF RE031 (REASONS LEFT JOB) <> 6. I retired

RE032 GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB
Did you start your next job straight after leaving this job as [job title] or was there more than a 6-month gap?

1. Started next job STRAIGHT AFTER this job
2. Had a gap of 6 MONTHS OR MORE before starting next job
3. Started next job BEFORE this job ended
4. This was respondent's LAST PAID JOB as employee or self employed

IF RE032 (GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) = 2. Had a gap of 6 MONTHS OR MORE before starting next job

RE033 DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB
Please look at SHOWCARD 20. Which of these best describes the situation you were in during the time before you started your next job?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
97. Other

IF RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 4. Short term job (less than 6 months) AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 8. Retired from work AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent AND

RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 12. Managing your assets AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 14. Forced labour

RE034 INCOME DURING GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB

Please look at SHOWCARD 21. What sources of income did you have?
IWER:Please code all that apply.
1. Financial support from Spouse or Partner
2. Financial support from Family (not Spouse/Partner) and friends
3. Private or Public Disability Insurance
4. Benefits or grants from state or other institutions
5. Sold property
6. Running down financial asset or bank account
97. Other

IF 97. Other IN RE034(INCOME DURING GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB)

RE034a OTHER INCOME DURING GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB

Please specify.

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF
END

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 20

IF WorkSpells[cnt - RE032 (GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) = RESPONSE AND
WorkSpells\[cnt - RE032 (GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) < 4. This was respondent’s LAST PAID JOB as employee or self employed

**RE011 YEAR STARTED JOB**

In which year did you start your [first/next] paid job (as employee or self employed), which lasted for 6 months or more? [1900..2009]

**RE012 TITLE OF JOB**

What was your job called? Please give the exact name or title.

**RE013 JOB DESCRIPTION**

Please look at SHOWCARD 15. What best describes your job as [{job title}]?

**RE014 JOB INDUSTRY**

Please look at SHOWCARD 16. What kind of business, industry or services were you working in as [{job title}]?
14. Other community

RE015 WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF
In this job as [{job title}], were you an employee, a civil servant, or a self-employed?
1. Employee
2. Civil servant
3. Self-employed (including working for family business)

RE016 JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME
In this job as [{job title}], did you work full-time or part-time or a combination of both?
IF unsure, enter part-time if were classified as such by their employer. Please code only one.
1. Always full-time
2. Always part-time
3. Changed once from full-time to part-time
4. Changed once from part-time to full-time
5. Changed multiple times

IF RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 2. Always part-time OR RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 4. Changed once from part-time to full-time
1. to full-time

RE017 WHY WORKED PART-TIME
Please look at SHOWCARD 17. What was the main reason you worked part-time [in the beginning/when you switched for the first time/empty]?
IWER: Please code only one.
1. To take care of own children or grandchildren
2. To take care of parents
3. To take care of other relatives
4. Because of health problems
5. Education/training
6. A full-time job was not available (anymore)
7. Went into partial retirement
97. Other

ENDIF

IF RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 3. Changed once from full-time to part-time OR RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 5.
Changed multiple times

RE018 WHEN CHANGED TO PART-TIME
In which year did you switch from working full-time to part-time [empty]/for the first time] in this job as [{job title}]?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE018_whtopart = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE018_whtopart)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
REASONS CHANGING TO PART-TIME

Please look at SHOWCARD 17. What was the main reason when you switched from full-time to part-time [{empty}/for the first time]?

IWER:Please code only one.

1. To take care of own children or grandchildren
2. To take care of parents
3. To take care of other relatives
4. Because of health problems
5. Education/training
6. A full-time job was not available (anymore)
7. Went into partial retirement
97. Other

ENDIF

IF RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 4. Changed once from part-time to full-time OR RE016 (JOB WAS PART OR FULL TIME) = 5.

Changed multiple times

WHEN CHANGED TO FULL-TIME

In which year did you switch [{empty}/for the first time] from working part-time to full-time in this job as [{job title}]?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE020_whntofull = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE020_whntofull)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant

FIRST MONTHLY WAGE IN JOB

Can you tell me, approximately, how much you were paid monthly after taxes when you started doing this job as [{job title}]? [If you worked part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you were paid, not the full-time equivalent/]{empty}]

IWER:Enter amount. Enter currency at next question

{Amount}

IF RE021 (FIRST MONTHLY WAGE IN JOB) = RESPONSE

CURRENCY OF WAGE

Which currency was this in?

IWER:Please ask or code.

__________

ENDIF

ENDIF
IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 3. Self-employed (including working for family business)

RE023 FIRST MONTHLY WORK INCOME IN SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Can you tell me, approximately, how much was your monthly income from work after taxes when you started doing this job as [{job title}]? [If you worked part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you were paid, not the full-time equivalent/empty]
IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

RE023 (FIRST MONTHLY WORK INCOME IN SELF-EMPLOYMENT) = RESPONSE

RE024 CURRENCY OF WORK INCOME
Which currency was this in?
IWER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

RE025 CONTRIBUTIONS TO RETIREMENT PLANS
While doing this job as [{job title}], towards which of the following did you or your employer contribute?
IWER: Please read out and code all that apply. Add if necessary: These contributions may have happened at any time you were in this job.
1. A public pension plan
2. An occupational pension plan
3. A private pension plan or individual retirement plan
4. No contributions paid

CHK: NOT (( > 1) AND (a4 IN RE025_jobcont)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

RE026 YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB
In which year did you stop doing this job as [{job title}]?
IWER: If still in this job, please code 9997. Do not include maternity leaves. Add if necessary: As before, if your first job was one of a series of similar short-term jobs for different employers then please count these as 1 job and tell me when you stopped the last of these similar short-term jobs. In general you should code when the respondent changed employer although you can count a change in roles for the same employer if the respondent wishes.
(1900..9997)

CHK: NOT ((RE026_jobstop = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > RE026_jobstop)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.] TOCH"
IF RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) = 9997

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR
RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant

RE027 CURRENT WAGE IF STILL EMPLOYED
Can you tell me, approximately, how much is your current monthly wage after taxes as [[job title]]? [If you work part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you are paid, not the full-time equivalent./{empty}]
IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE027 (CURRENT WAGE IF STILL EMPLOYED) = RESPONSE

RE028 CURRENCY OF CURRENT WAGE
Which currency was this in?
IWER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 3. Self-employed (including working for family business)

RE029 CURRENT WORK INCOME IF STILL SELF-EMPLOYED
Can you tell me, approximately, how much is your current monthly income from work after taxes as [[job title]]? [If you work part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you are paid, not the full-time equivalent./{empty}]
IWER: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE029 (CURRENT WORK INCOME IF STILL SELF-EMPLOYED) = RESPONSE

RE030 CURRENCY OF CURRENT WORK INCOME
Which currency is this in?
IWER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

WQ015 INTRODUCTION TO WORK QUALITY CURRENT
Please look at SHOWCARD 19. I am going to read some statements people might use to describe their work. Thinking about your present job as [[job title]], please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree
with the each statement. 

WQ016 WORK IS PHYSICALLY DEMANDING
My job as [job title] is physically demanding. Would you say you ...

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ017 WORK IS UNCOMFORTABLE
My immediate work environment is uncomfortable (for example, because of noise, heat, crowding). (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ018 WORK HAS HEAVY TIME PRESSURE
I am under constant time pressure due to a heavy workload. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ019 WORK IS EMOTIONALLY DEMANDING
My work is emotionally demanding. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ020 WORK INVOLVES CONFLICTS
I am exposed to recurring conflicts and disturbances. (Would you say you ...)

WQ021 WORK HAS LITTLE FREEDOM TO DECIDE
I have very little freedom to decide how to do my work. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
**WQ022** WORK ALLOWS DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS
I have an opportunity to develop new skills. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ023** WORK GIVES RECOGNITION
I receive the recognition I deserve for my work. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ024** WORK HAS ADEQUATE SALARY
Considering all my efforts and achievements, my salary is adequate. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ025** WORK HAS ADEQUATE SUPPORT
I receive adequate support in difficult situations. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ026** CURRENT WORK ATMOSPHERE
There is a good atmosphere between me and my colleagues. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**WQ027** WORK EMPLOYEES ARE TREATED FAIRLY
In general, employees are treated with fairness. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

ENDIF

WQ028 CURRENT WORK HEALTH RISK REDUCED
The state takes adequate measures to protect me from health hazards at the workplace. (Would you say you ...)

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) <> 9997

RE031 REASONS LEFT JOB
Please look at showcard 18. On what terms did you leave this job? IWER: Please code only one.
1. I resigned
2. I was laid off
3. By mutual agreement
4. My plant or office closed down
5. A temporary job had been completed
6. I retired
97. Other reason

IF RE031 (REASONS LEFT JOB) <> 6. I retired

RE032 GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB
Did you start your next job straight after leaving this job as [{job title}] or was there more than a 6-month gap?

1. Started next job STRAIGHT AFTER this job
2. Had a gap of 6 MONTHS OR MORE before starting next job
3. Started next job BEFORE this job ended
4. This was respondent's LAST PAID JOB as employee or self employed

IF RE032 (GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) = 2. Had a gap of 6 MONTHS OR MORE before starting next job

RE033 DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB
Please look at SHOWCARD 20. Which of these best describes the situation you were in during the time before you started your next job? IWER: Please code only one.
1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
97. Other

IF RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 4. Short term job (less than 6 months) AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 8. Retired from work AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 12. Managing your assets AND RE033 (DONE IN GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB) <> 14. Forced labour or in jail

RE034 INCOME DURING GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB

Please look at SHOWCARD 21. What sources of income did you have?
IWER:Please code all that apply.
1. Financial support from Spouse or Partner
2. Financial support from Family (not Spouse/Partner) and friends
3. Private or Public Disability Insurance
4. Benefits or grants from state or other institutions
5. Sold property
6. Running down financial asset or bank account
97. Other

IF 97. Other IN RE034(INCOME DURING GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB)

RE034a OTHER INCOME DURING GAP AFTER LEAVING THIS JOB

Please specify.

ENDIF
IF RE046 (NUMBER OF JOBS R HAD) > 0 AND RE047 (R IS STILL WORKING) = 5
|
| IF Index = 1
|
| RE035 SITUATION IN AFTER LAST JOB
|
| Please look at SHOWCARD 22. Which of these best describes your situation [after you left your last job in FL_year/in FL_year, after you were unemployed and searching for a job/in FL_year, after you were unemployed and not searching for a job/in FL_year, after you had a short term job/in FL_year, after you were sick or disabled/in FL_year, after you were looking after home or family/in FL_year, after you were leisuring, travelling or doing nothing/in FL_year, after you retired from work/in FL_year, after you were training/in FL_year, after you had further full time education/in FL_year, after you had military services, were a war prisoner or equivalent (excluding professional army employment)/in FL_year, after you were managing your assets/in FL_year, after your voluntary or community work/in FL_year, after you did forced labour or were in jail/in FL_year, after you were exiled or banished/in FL_year, after you were in a labor camp/in FL_year, after you were in a concentration camp/in FL_year, after this other situation]? IWER: Please code only one.
| 1. Employee or self-employed
| 2. Unemployed and searching for a job
| 3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
| 4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
| 5. Sick or disabled
| 6. Looking after home or family
| 7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
| 8. Retired from work
| 9. Training
| 10. Further full time education
| 11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
| 12. Managing your assets
| 13. Voluntary or community work
| 14. Forced labour or in jail
| 15. Exiled or banished
| 16. Labor camp
| 17. Concentration camp
| 97. Other
| ENDIF |
| IF RE035 (SITUATION IN AFTER LAST JOB) = 8. Retired from work OR RE031 (REASONS LEFT JOB) = 6. I retired AND Index = 1 |
| RE035a RECEIVE RETIREMENT BENEFITS |
| Did you receive any retirement benefits since you retired? |
| 1. Yes |
| 5. No |
| IF RE035a (RECEIVE RETIREMENT BENEFITS) = 1. Yes |
| RE036 PENSION BENEFIT WHEN RETIRED |
| Approximately, how much was your first total monthly benefit after taxes from social security or pensions? |
| IWER: Enter sum of all pensions (public, occupational or private). Enter currency at next question |
| {Amount} |
| IF RE036 (PENSION BENEFIT WHEN RETIRED) = RESPONSE |
| RE037 CURRENCY OF PENSION BENEFIT |
| Which currency is this in? |
| IWER: Please ask or code. |
| ENDIF |
| ENDIF |
| ENDIF |
| IF Index = 1 |
| RE038 PAID JOB AFTER RETIREMENT |
| After this job as [{last job title}], did you do any kind of paid job even if retired? |
| 1. Yes |
| 5. No |
| RE039 HAS SITUATION CHANGED AFTER LAST JOB |
| Please look at SHOWCARD 22. Has your situation ever changed to any of the situations described in this card [since you were unemployed and searching for a job in FL_year/since you were unemployed and not searching for a job in FL_year/since you had a short term job in FL_year/since you were sick or disabled in FL_year/since you were looking after home or family in FL_year/since you were leisuring, travelling or doing nothing in FL_year/since you retired from work in FL_year/since you were training in FL_year/since you had further full time education in FL_year/since you had military services, were a war prisoner |
or equivalent (excluding professional army employment) in FL_year/since you were managing your assets in FL_year/since your voluntary or community work in FL_year/since you did forced labour or were in jail in FL_year/since you were exiled or banished in FL_year/since you were in a labor camp in FL_year/since you were in a concentration camp in FL_year/since this other situation in FL_year)?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF RE039 (HAS SITUATION CHANGED AFTER LAST JOB) = 1. Yes

RE039a YEAR CHANGING SITUATION AFTER LAST JOB

In which year did your situation change?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE039a_chngyear = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RE039a_chngyear)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 10

IF AfterLastJob[cnt - RE039 (HAS SITUATION CHANGED AFTER LAST JOB) = 1. Yes

IF Index = 1

RE035 SITUATION IN AFTER LAST JOB

Please look at SHOWCARD 22. Which of these best describes your situation [after you left your last job in FL_year/in FL_year, after you were unemployed and searching for a job/in FL_year, after you were unemployed and not searching for a job/in FL_year, after you had a short term job/in FL_year, after you were sick or disabled/in FL_year, after you were looking after home or family/in FL_year, after you were leisuring, travelling or doing nothing/in FL_year, after you retired from work/in FL_year, after you were training/in FL_year, after you had further full time education/in FL_year, after you had military services, were a war prisoner or equivalent (excluding professional army employment)/in FL_year, after you were managing your assets/in FL_year, after your voluntary or community work/in FL_year, after you did forced labour or were in jail/in FL_year, after you were exiled or banished/in FL_year, after you were in a labor camp/in FL_year, after you were in a concentration camp/in FL_year, after this other situation]? IWER: Please code only one.

1. Employee or self-employed
2. Unemployed and searching for a job
3. Unemployed but not searching for a job
4. Short term job (less than 6 months)
5. Sick or disabled
6. Looking after home or family
7. Leisure, travelling or doing nothing
8. Retired from work
9. Training
10. Further full time education
11. Military services, war prisoner or equivalent
12. Managing your assets
13. Voluntary or community work
14. Forced labour or in jail
15. Exiled or banished
16. Labor camp
17. Concentration camp
97. Other

ENDIF

IF RE035 (SITUATION IN AFTER LAST JOB) = 8. Retired from work OR RE031 (REASONS LEFT JOB) = 6. I retired AND Index = 1

RE035a RECEIVING RETIREMENT BENEFITS
Did you receive any retirement benefits since you retired?

1. Yes
5. No

IF RE035a (RECEIVING RETIREMENT BENEFITS) = 1. Yes

RE036 PENSION BENEFIT WHEN RETIRED
Approximately, how much was your first total monthly benefit after taxes from social security or pensions?
IWER: Enter sum of all pensions (public, occupational or private). Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE036 (PENSION BENEFIT WHEN RETIRED) = RESPONSE

RE037 CURRENCY OF PENSION BENEFIT
Which currency is this in?
IWER: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF Index = 1
RE038 PAID JOB AFTER RETIREMENT
After this job as [{last job title}], did you do any kind of paid job even if retired?

1. Yes
5. No

RE039 HAS SITUATION CHANGED AFTER LAST JOB
Please look at SHOWCARD 22. Has your situation ever changed to any of the situations described in this card [since you were unemployed and searching for a job in FL_year/since you were unemployed and not searching for a job in FL_year/since you were sick or disabled in FL_year/since you were looking after home or family in FL_year/since you were retired from work in FL_year/since you were training in FL_year/since you had further full time education in FL_year/since you had military services, were a war prisoner or equivalent (excluding professional army employment) in FL_year/since you were managing your assets in FL_year/since your voluntary or community work in FL_year/since you did forced labour or were in jail in FL_year/since you were exiled or banished in FL_year/since you were in a labor camp in FL_year/since you were in a concentration camp in FL_year/since this other situation in FL_year]?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF RE039 (HAS SITUATION CHANGED AFTER LAST JOB) = 1. Yes

RE039a YEAR CHANGING SITUATION AFTER LAST JOB
In which year did your situation change?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((RE039a_chngyear = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > RE039a_chngyear)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RE005 (EVER DONE PAID WORK) = 1. Yes AND RE047 (R IS STILL WORKING) = 5

IF RE046 (NUMBER OF JOBS R HAD) = 1
RE040 WHICH WAS MAIN JOB IN CAREER
Which of the jobs you have told me about was the final job of your main career or occupation?
IWERT: If necessary: 'By this we mean the last job in the career or the occupation that took up most of your working life, even though you might have had other jobs afterwards'. Please code only one.
{Titles of jobs}

CHK: NOT ((RE040_mainjob = RESPONSE) AND (RE040_mainjob > RE046_NumberOfJobs)) "[Please enter a value]"

ENDIF

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant

RE041 WAGE AT END OF MAIN JOB
Can you tell me, approximately, how much you were paid monthly after taxes at the end of your job as [job title]? [If you worked part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you were paid, not the full-time equivalent./{empty}]
IWERT: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE041 (WAGE AT END OF MAIN JOB) = RESPONSE

RE042 CURRENCY OF MAIN JOB WAGE
Which currency is this in?
IWERT: Please ask or code.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 3. Self-employed (including working for family business)

RE043 WORK INCOME AT END OF MAIN JOB
Can you tell me, approximately, how much was your monthly income from work after taxes at the end of your job as [last job title]? [If you worked part-time, please tell me the actual amount that you were paid, not the full-time equivalent./{empty}]
IWERT: Enter amount. Enter currency at next question
{Amount}

IF RE043 (WORK INCOME AT END OF MAIN JOB) = RESPONSE

RE044 CURRENCY OF MAIN WORK INCOME
Which currency is this in?
Please ask or code.

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

IF RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) <> 9997 AND RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN
THIS JOB) - RE011 (YEAR STARTED JOB) >= 5

WQ001 INTRODUCTION TO WORK QUALITY
Please look at SHOWCARD 19. I am going to read some statements people might use to describe their work. Thinking about your job as [main job title], please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with each statement.
IMER:Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

WQ002 WORK WAS PHYSICALLY DEMANDING
My job as [main job title] was physically demanding. Would you say you...
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ003 WORK WAS UNCOMFORTABLE
My immediate work environment was uncomfortable (for example, because of noise, heat, crowding). (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ004 WORK HAD HEAVY TIME PRESSURE
I was under constant time pressure due to a heavy workload. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ005 WORK WAS EMOTIONALLY DEMANDING
My work was emotionally demanding. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
WQ006 WORK INVOLVED CONFLICTS
I was exposed to recurrent conflicts and disturbances. (Would you say you ...)
WER: This refers to clients, co-workers or supervisors.
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ007 WORK HAD LITTLE FREEDOM TO DECIDE
I had very little freedom to decide how to do my work. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ008 WORK ALLOWED DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS
I had an opportunity to develop new skills. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ009 WORK GAVE RECOGNITION
I received the recognition I deserved for my work. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ010 WORK HAD ADEQUATE SALARY
Considering all my efforts and achievements, my salary was adequate. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

WQ011 WORK HAD ADEQUATE SUPPORT
I received adequate support in difficult situations. (Would you say you ...)
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WQ012 WORK ATMOSPHERE</th>
<th>There was a good atmosphere between me and my colleagues. (Would you say you ...)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 1. Employee OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RE015 (WAS EMPLOYEE CIVIL SERVANT OR SELF) = 2. Civil servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WQ013 WORK EMPLOYEES TREATED FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In general, employees were treated fairly. (Would you say you ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WQ014 WORK HEALTH RISK REDUCED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The state took adequate measures to protect me from health hazards at the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>workplace. (Would you say you ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF RE005 (EVER DONE PAID WORK) = 1. Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DQ001 EVER LEFT JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did you ever leave a job because of ill health or disability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF DQ001 (EVER LEFT JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY) = 1. Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DQ002 LEFT WHICH JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which job did you leave (because of ill health or disability)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IWER: Code all that apply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{Titles of jobs}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 20

IF cnt IN DQ002(LEFT WHICH JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY)

DQ003 EXTENT OF LIMITATION
How much did ill health or disability limit your ability to work as [{job title}]?
IWER: Please read out.
1. Very little
2. Somewhat
3. Very much
4. Could not do job anymore

IF Index < LastJob

DQ005 FOUND JOB SUITABLE FOR LIMITATION
After giving up this job, did you take up a job in which ill health or disability limited your ability to work to a lesser extent?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

DQ007 TOOK TEMPORARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR DISABILITY
Did you ever take a temporary leave of absence from a job for 6 months or more because of ill health or disability?
1. Yes
5. No

IF DQ007 (TOOK TEMPORARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR DISABILITY) = 1. Yes

DQ008 TEMP LEAVE WHICH JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY
Which [{empty}/other] job (did you take a temporary leave of absence from for 6 months or more because of ill health or disability)?
IWER: Please code only one. Multiple leaves of absence are captured in the loop.
{Titles of jobs}

DQ009 WHEN TOOK LEAVE FOR DISABILITY
In which year did you take that leave of absence?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((DQ009_dtlvwhn = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > DQ009_dtlvwhn)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both
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DQ010 HOW LONG LASTED LEAVE FOR DISABILITY
How long did you take that leave of absence for?
1. Between six months and a year
2. Between one and two years
3. More than two years

DQ011 SOURCES OF INCOME IN LEAVE
Please look at SHOWCARD 21. What sources of income did you have?
1. Financial support from Spouse or Partner
2. Financial support from Family (not Spouse/Partner) and friends
3. Private or Public Disability Insurance
4. Benefits or grants from state or other institutions
5. Sold property
6. Running down financial asset or bank account
7. Other

IF 7. Other IN DQ011(SOURCES OF INCOME IN LEAVE)

DQ011a OTHER SOURCE OF INCOME IN LEAVE
Please specify.

ENDIF

DQ012 OTHER TEMP LEAVES FOR DISABILITY
Were there other times where you took a temporary leave of absence from a job for 6 months or more because of ill health or disability?
1. Yes
5. No

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 20

IF TempLeaveDis[cnt - DQ012 (OTHER TEMP LEAVES FOR DISABILITY) = 1. Yes

DQ008 TEMP LEAVE WHICH JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY
Which [{empty}/other] job (did you take a temporary leave of absence from for 6 months or more because of ill health or disability)?
IWER:Please code only one. Multiple leaves of absence are captured in the loop.
[Titles of jobs]

DQ009 WHEN TOOK LEAVE FOR DISABILITY
In which year did you take that leave of absence?
(1900..2009)
CHK: NOT ((DQ009_dtlvwhn = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > DQ009_dtlvwhn)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

DQ010 HOW LONG LASTED LEAVE FOR DISABILITY
How long did you take that leave of absence for?
1. Between six months and a year
2. Between one and two years
3. More than two years

DQ011 SOURCES OF INCOME IN LEAVE
Please look at SHOWCARD 21. What sources of income did you have?
1. Financial support from Spouse or Partner
2. Financial support from Family (not Spouse/Partner) and friends
3. Private or Public Disability Insurance
4. Benefits or grants from state or other institutions
5. Sold property
6. Running down financial asset or bank account
7. Other

IF 7. Other IN DQ011(SOURCES OF INCOME IN LEAVE)

DQ011a OTHER SOURCE OF INCOME IN LEAVE
Please specify.

ENDIF

DQ012 OTHER TEMP LEAVES FOR DISABILITY
Were there other times where you took a temporary leave of absence from a job for 6 months or more because of ill health or disability?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

DQ013 EVER LIMITED HOURS BECAUSE OF DISABILITY
Did you ever reduce the hours you worked in a job because of ill health or disability?

1. Yes
5. No

IF DQ013 (EVER LIMITED HOURS BECAUSE OF DISABILITY) = 1. Yes
DQ014 LEFT WHICH JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY
In which job (did you reduce the hours you worked because of ill health or disability)?
IWER: Please code only one. More reductions in hours are captured in the loop.
{Titles of jobs}

DQ015 REDUCTION EXTENT OF HOURS
By how many hours per week did you reduce your work?
IWER: Please enter number of hours.
___________ (0..80)

DQ016 OTHER JOBS REDUCE HOURS FOR DISABILITY
Were there any other jobs in which you limited the hours you worked because of ill health or disability?
1. Yes
5. No

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 20

IF RedHoursDis[cnt - DQ016 (OTHER JOBS REDUCE HOURS FOR DISABILITY) = 1.
Yes

DQ014 LEFT WHICH JOB BECAUSE OF DISABILITY
In which job (did you reduce the hours you worked because of ill health or disability)?
IWER: Please code only one. More reductions in hours are captured in the loop.
{Titles of jobs}

DQ015 REDUCTION EXTENT OF HOURS
By how many hours per week did you reduce your work?
IWER: Please enter number of hours.
___________ (0..80)

DQ016 OTHER JOBS REDUCE HOURS FOR DISABILITY
Were there any other jobs in which you limited the hours you worked because of ill health or disability?
1. Yes
5. No
ENDIF

ENDLOOP

DQ017 EVER APPLIED FOR PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION
Did you ever apply for Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA)?
1. Yes
5. No
IF DQ017 (EVER APPLIED FOR PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION) = 1. Yes

DQ018 WHEN APPLY FOR PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION
In which year did you apply for a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA)?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((DQ018_pbpnwhen = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > DQ018_pbpnwhen)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

DQ019 WAS PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION GRANTED
When you applied for a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA) in [{year of application}], was your application accepted?
1. Yes
3. Still pending
5. No

IF DQ019 (WAS PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION GRANTED) = 5. No

DQ020 EVER AGAIN APPLY FOR PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION
Did you ever again apply for a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA)?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

LOOP cnt:= 2 TO 20

IF PubDisPens[cnt - DQ020 (EVER AGAIN APPLY FOR PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION) = 1. Yes]

DQ018 WHEN APPLY FOR PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION
In which year did you apply for a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA)?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((DQ018_pbpnwhen = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 10) > DQ018_pbpnwhen)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

DQ019 WAS PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION GRANTED
When you applied for a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA) in [{year of application}], was your application accepted?
1. Yes
3. Still pending
IF DQ019 (WAS PUBLIC DISABILITY PENSION GRANTED) = 5. No

DQ020 EVER AGAIN APPLY FOR PUBLIC DIS PENSION

Did you ever again apply for a Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Attendance Allowance (AA)?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

ENDIF

DQ021a EVER PURCHASED PRIVATE DISABILITY INSURANCE

Did you ever purchase a private disability insurance? This can be an individual policy that you purchased through an insurance company or group policy, for example offered by an employer.

1. Yes
5. No

IF DQ021a (EVER PURCHASED PRIVATE DISABILITY INSURANCE) = 1. Yes

DQ021 EVER APPLIED FOR PRIVATE DISABILITY INSURANCE

Did you ever apply for benefits from this private disability insurance?

1. Yes
5. No

IF DQ021 (EVER APPLIED FOR PRIVATE DISABILITY INSURANCE) = 1. Yes

DQ022 WHEN APPLY FOR PRIVATE DIS INSURANCE

In which year did you apply for these benefits?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((DQ022_prinwhen = RESPONSE) AND ((Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth + 10) > DQ022_prinwhen)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

DQ023 WAS PRIVATE DISABILITY INSURANCE GRANTED

When you applied for these benefits in [year of application], was your application accepted?

1. Yes
3. Still pending
5. No

If DQ023 (Was private disability insurance granted) = 5. No

DQ024 Ever again apply for private dis insurance
Did you ever again apply for a private disability insurance benefits?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

Loop cnt := 2 to 20

If PrivDisPens[cnt - DQ024 (Ever again apply for private dis insurance) = 1. Yes

DQ022 When apply for private dis insurance
In which year did you apply for these benefits?

(1900..2009)

In [year of application], was your application accepted?

1. Yes
3. Still pending
5. No

If DQ023 (Was private disability insurance granted) = 5. No

DQ024 Ever again apply for private dis insurance
Did you ever again apply for a private disability insurance benefits?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

ENDIF
| ENDF |
| ENDF |

**IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3**

**WQ029** INTRODUCTION TO SECOND WORK QUALITY

Please look at SHOWCARD 19. Looking back at your job career until now, please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with each statement.

**WQ030** SATISFACTION WITH JOB CAREER

All things considered, I am satisfied with my job career. Would you say you ...

- 1. Strongly agree
- 2. Agree
- 3. Disagree
- 4. Strongly disagree

**WQ031** HAD DISAPPOINTING JOB CAREER

I experienced a major disappointment in my job career. Would you say you ...

- 1. Strongly agree
- 2. Agree
- 3. Disagree
- 4. Strongly disagree

**WQ032** SATISFIED WITH ACHIEVEMENTS

Considering all my efforts, I am satisfied with my work achievements. Would you say you ...

- 1. Strongly agree
- 2. Agree
- 3. Disagree
- 4. Strongly disagree

**WQ033** SACRIFICED TOO MUCH FOR JOB

People close to me said I sacrificed too much for my job. Would you say you ...

- 1. Strongly agree
- 2. Agree
- 3. Disagree
- 4. Strongly disagree

**WQ035** HEALTH HAS SUFFERED AT WORK

My health has suffered from my job. Would you say you ...

- 1. Strongly agree
- 2. Agree
- 3. Disagree
- 4. Strongly disagree
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

ENDIF

ENDIF

RE045 END OF WORK HISTORY SECTION

IWER: This is the end of the work history section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

RE048 PROXY CHECK

IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
1. Respondent only
2. Respondent and proxy
3. Proxy only

ENDIF

FS001 START OF THE FINANCIAL HISTORY SECTION

In the next section of the interview, I am going to ask you some questions about investments that you may have made during your life. I will only ask about types of investments, not about any amounts.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

FS002 EVER HAD ANY STOCKS OR SHARES

Have you ever had any money in stocks or shares (listed or unlisted on stock market)?
IWER: Stocks are pieces of paper that show that the person owns part of a corporation and has the right to receive dividends from it.
1. Yes
5. No

IF FS002 (EVER HAD ANY STOCKS OR SHARES) = 1. Yes

FS003 WHEN INVESTED IN STOCKS FIRST

In which year did you invest money in stocks or shares for the first time?
1 (1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((FS003_yrstock = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth > FS003_yrstock)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
EVER HAD ANY MUTUAL FUNDS
Have you ever had any money in mutual funds or managed investment accounts?
IWER: Mutual funds are a pool of money belonging to many investors who trust a manager to invest it in stocks and/or bonds.
1. Yes
5. No

IF FS004 (EVER HAD ANY MUTUAL FUNDS) = 1. Yes
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In which year did you take out the life insurance policy (for the first time)?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((FS009_yrlifins = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > FS009_yrlifins)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

FS010 EVER OWNED BUSINESS
Have you ever been the owner or co-owner of a business which you did not work in?

1. Yes
5. No

IF FS010 (EVER OWNED BUSINESS) = 1. Yes

| FS011 WHEN FIRST OWNED BUSINESS
| In which year did you first start this business or became its owner or co-owner?
| (1900..2009)
| CHK: NOT ((FS011_yrownbus = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > FS011_yrownbus)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

IF First respondent = 1

| HH017 TOTAL HOUSEHOLD NET INCOME IN AVERAGE MONTH
| Now we have one single question about your recent household finances: How much was the overall household income after taxes that your household had in an average month of [{previous year}]?
| {money}
| IWER: If unclear, this amount should be coded in <current currency of country>.

| IF HH017 (TOTAL HOUSEHOLD NET INCOME IN AVERAGE MONTH) = REFUSAL OR HH017 (TOTAL HOUSEHOLD NET INCOME IN AVERAGE MONTH) = DONTKNOW
| |
| | HH018 TOTAL INCOME RECEIVED BY ALL HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS IN LAST MONTH UB
| | Please look at SHOWCARD 23. Can you tell me the letter that corresponds to the overall income, after tax, that your household had in an average month in [{previous year}]?
| |
| | ___________
| |
| ENDIF

ENDIF
**FS012 END OF FINANCIAL SITUATION SECTION**

IWER: This is the end of the financial situation section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FS013 PROXY CHECK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Respondent only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Respondent and proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Proxy only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HS001 START OF THE HEALTH HISTORY SECTION**

I would now like to ask you some questions about your health.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

**PH003 HEALTH IN GENERAL QUESTION FOR WAVE 3**

Would you say your health now is...
IWER: Please read out.
1. Excellent
2. Very good
3. Good
4. Fair
5. Poor

**HS002 START OF CHILDHOOD HEALTH SECTION**

The next set of questions is about your health during your childhood. By childhood we mean from when you were born up until, and including, when you were age 15.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

**HS003 CHILDHOOD HEALTH STATUS**

Would you say that your health during your childhood was in general excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?

1. Excellent
2. Very good
3. Good
4. Fair
5. Poor
6. SPONTANEOUS ONLY: Health varied a great deal

**HS004 CHILDHOOD HEALTH MISSED SCHOOL FOR 1 MONTH+**

Did you ever miss school for a month or more because of a health condition during childhood
(that is, from when you were born up to and including age 15)?

1. Yes
5. No

**HS005 CHILDHOOD HEALTH: MISSED SCHOOL FOR 1 MONTH+**
(During your childhood, because of a health condition,) were you ever confined to bed or home for one month or more?

1. Yes
5. No

**HS006 CHILDHOOD HEALTH: IN HOSPITAL FOR 1 MONTH+**
(During your childhood, because of a health condition,) were you ever in hospital for one month or more?

1. Yes
5. No

**IF HS006 (CHILDHOOD HEALTH: IN HOSPITAL FOR 1 MONTH+) = 5. No**

**HS007 CHILDHOOD IN HOSPITAL 3 TIMES IN 12 MONTHS**
Did you ever stay in hospital more than three times within a 12-month period during your childhood (that is, from when you were born up to and including age 15)?

1. Yes
5. No

**ENDIF**

**HS008 CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 1**
Please look at SHOWCARD 24. Did you have any of the diseases on this card during your childhood (that is, from when you were born up to and including age 15)?

IWER: Please code all that apply. Choose 'other' in the next question if necessary.

1. Infectious disease (e.g. measles, rubella, chickenpox, mumps, tubercolosis, diphtheria, scarlet fever)
2. Polio
3. Asthma
4. Respiratory problems other than asthma
5. Allergies (other than asthma)
6. Severe diarrhoea
7. Meningitis/encephalitis
8. Chronic ear problems
9. Speech impairment
10. Difficulty seeing even with eyeglasses
96. None of these
HS009 CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2
Please look at SHOWCARD 25. Did you have any of the illnesses or health conditions on this card during your childhood (that is, from when you were born up to and including age 15)?
IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. Severe headaches or migraines
2. Epilepsy, fits or seizures
3. Emotional, nervous, or psychiatric problem
4. Broken bones, fractures
5. Appendicitis
6. Childhood diabetes or high blood sugar
7. Heart trouble
8. Leukaemia or lymphoma
9. Cancer or malignant tumour (excluding minor skin cancers)
96. None of these
97. Other serious health condition (please specify)

CHK: NOT (( > 1) AND (a96 IN HS009_chilness2)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

IF 97. Other serious health condition (please specify) IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)
|  |
| HS010 SPECIFY OTHER SERIOUS CHILDHOOD CONDITION
| Please specify.
| |
| ____________
| ENDIF

IF 1. Infectious disease (e.g. measles, rubella, chickenpox, mumps, tuberculosis, diphtheria, scarlet fever) IN HS008(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)
|  |
| HS011 WHEN INFECTION DISEASE
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first have an infectious disease?
| |
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.
| ENDIF

IF 2. Polio IN HS008(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)
|  |
| HS015 WHEN POLIO
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first have polio?
| |
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

ENDIF

IF 3. Asthma IN HS008(CHILDOOD ILLNESSES 1)

| HS018 WHEN ASTHMA
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience asthma?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
  2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
  3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

| HS019 DID ASTHMA LAST FOR A YEAR+
| Did the asthma last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?
| 1. Yes
  5. No

ENDIF

IF 4. Respiratory problems other than asthma IN HS008(CHILDOOD ILLNESSES 1)

| HS020 WHEN RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience respiratory problems other than asthma?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
  2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
  3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

| HS021 DID RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS LAST FOR A YEAR+
| Did the respiratory problems last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?
| 1. Yes
  5. No

ENDIF

IF 5. Allergies (other than asthma) IN HS008(CHILDOOD ILLNESSES 1)

| HS022 WHEN ALLERGIES
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience allergies other than asthma?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
  2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
  3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

| HS023 DID ALLERGIES LAST FOR A YEAR+
Did the allergies last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF 6. Severe diarrhoea IN HS008(CHILDDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)

| HS024 WHEN SEVERE DIARRHOEA
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience severe diarrhoea?

1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

| HS025 DID SEVERE DIARRHOEA LAST FOR A YEAR+
| Did the severe diarrhoea last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF 7. Meningitis/encephalitis IN HS008(CHILDDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)

| HS027 WHEN Meningitis
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience meningitis?

1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

ENDIF

IF 8. Chronic ear problems IN HS008(CHILDDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)

| HS028 WHEN EAR PROBLEMS
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience chronic ear problems?

1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

| HS029 DID EAR PROBLEMS LAST FOR A YEAR+
| Did the chronic ear problems last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?

1. Yes
IF 9. *Speech impairment IN HS008(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)*

| HS042 WHEN SPEECH IMPAIRMENT
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience speech impairments?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.
| ENDIF

IF 10. *Difficulty seeing even with eyeglasses IN HS008(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 1)*

| HS043 WHEN DIFFICULTY WITH EYEGLASSES
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first have difficulties to see even with eyeglasses?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.
| ENDIF

IF 1. *Severe headaches or migraines IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)*

| HS030 WHEN HEADACHES OR MIGRAINES
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience severe headaches or migraines?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.
| HS031 DID HEADACHES OR MIGRAINES LAST FOR A YEAR+
| Did the severe headaches or migraines last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
| ENDIF

IF 2. *Epilepsy, fits or seizures IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)*

| HS032 WHEN EPILEPSY
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience epilepsy, fits or seizures?
1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

**HS033 DID EPILEPSY LAST FOR A YEAR?**
Did the epilepsy, fits or seizures last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?

1. Yes
5. No

**ENDIF**

**IF 3. Emotional, nervous, or psychiatric problem IN HS009(CHILDDOHOOD ILLNESSES 2)**

**HS034 WHEN PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS**
Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience emotional, nervous, or psychiatric problems?

1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

**HS035 DID PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS LAST FOR A YEAR?**
Did these emotional, nervous, or psychiatric problems last or reoccur over a period of at least a year?

1. Yes
5. No

**ENDIF**

**IF 4. Broken bones, fractures IN HS009(CHILDDOHOOD ILLNESSES 2)**

**HS036 WHEN BROKEN BONES AND FRACTURES**
Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first have a broken bone or a fracture?

1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

**ENDIF**

**IF 5. Appendicitis IN HS009(CHILDDOHOOD ILLNESSES 2)**

**HS037 WHEN APPENDICITIS**
Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you experience appendicitis?

1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

ENDIF

IF 6. Childhood diabetes or high blood sugar IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)

| HS038 WHEN CHILDHOOD DIABETES
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience childhood diabetes or high blood sugar?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

ENDIF

IF 7. Heart trouble IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)

| HS039 WHEN HEART TROUBLE
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience heart trouble?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

ENDIF

IF 8. Leukaemia or lymphoma IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)

| HS040 WHEN LEUKAEMIA
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience leukaemia or lymphoma?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.

ENDIF

IF 9. Cancer or malignant tumour (excluding minor skin cancers) IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)

| HS041 WHEN CHILDHOOD CANCER
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first experience cancer or have a malignant tumour?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.
ENDIF

IF 97. Other serious health condition (please specify) IN HS009(CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES 2)

| HS044 WHEN OTHER SERIOUS CONDITION
| Please look at SHOWCARD 26. When in your childhood did you first have [{other serious health condition}]?
| 1. When I was between 0-5 years old.
| 2. When I was between 6-10 years old.
| 3. When I was between 11-15 years old.
| ENDIF

IF Current.W3_CV005_Gender = a2

| HS049 START OF MENSTRUAL PERIOD
| Approximately when did you have your first menstrual period?
| IWER:If cannot give exact year, code don't know and ask age-band at next question.
| (1900..2009)

| CHK: NOT ((HS049_menstart = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HS049_menstart)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

| IF HS049 (START OF MENSTRUAL PERIOD) = DONTKNOW
| |
| HS050 ESTIMATE START OF MENSTRUAL PERIOD
| | Were you ...
| | IWER:Please read out.
| | 1. less than 11 years old
| | 2. between 11 and 12 years old
| | 3. between 13 and 15 years old
| | 4. between 16 and 18 years old
| | 5. or, older than 18
| |
| ENDIF

| HS051 END OF MENSTRUAL PERIOD
| In which year did you have your last period or menstrual bleeding?
| IWER:Enter 9997 if respondent still has menstrual bleedings.
| (1900..9997)

| CHK: NOT (((HS051_menstop = RESPONSE) AND (((HS049_menstart = RESPONSE) AND (HS049_menstart > HS051_menstop)) OR (HS050_menstrt2 = RESPONSE) AND (HS050_menstrt2 > HS051_menstop))) OR (HS051_menstop > 2009))) AND NOT (HS051_menstop = 9997) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

ENDIF

HS045 DID PARENTS SMOKE DURING CHILDHOOD
During your childhood, did any of your parents or guardians...
IWER: Please read out and code all that apply.
1. Smoke
2. Drink heavily
3. Have mental health problems
96. None of these

CHK: NOT (( > 1) AND (a96 IN HS045_parsmok)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

HS048 START OF THE HEALTH HISTORY SECTION
The next set of questions is about your health during your adulthood. By adulthood we mean from when you were 16 up until now.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

HS052 EVER HAD PHYSICAL INJURY TO DISABILITY
Have you ever received a physical injury that has led to any permanent handicap, disability or limitations in what you can do in daily life?

1. Yes
5. No

IF HS052 (EVER HAD PHYSICAL INJURY TO DISABILITY) = 1. Yes
|
| HS052a_ TYPE OF INJURY
| What type of injury was this?
|
| __________
|
ENDIF

IF HS052 (EVER HAD PHYSICAL INJURY TO DISABILITY) = 1. Yes
|
| HS053 WHEN RECEIVED THIS INJURY
| When did you receive this injury?
| IWER: If respondent had more than one injury, please ask when first injury was received.
| (1900..2009)
|
CHK: NOT ((HS053_adheltst = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth > HS053_adheltst)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]
ENDIF

HS054 NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH
(Apart from any injuries you've already told us about today,) as an adult, how many periods of ill health or disability have you had that lasted for more than a year?
IWER: This includes serious illnesses that lasted less than one year, but influenced the respondent's daily life for more than a year (like cancer or diabetes). Please code only one.
0. None
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. More than three
5. Have been ill or with disabilities for all or most of my life

IF HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) > 0. None

\[
\text{LOOP }\text{cnt:=1 TO 3}
\]
\[
\text{| IF cnt = 1 AND HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) > 0. None OR cnt = 2 AND HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) = 2. Two OR}
\]
\[
\text{HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) = 3. Three OR cnt = 3 AND HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) = 3. Three}
\]
\[
\text{IF HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) <> 5. Have been ill or with disabilities for all or most of my life AND HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) <> 4. More than three}
\]
\[
\text{HS059 WHEN DID ILLNESS PERIOD START}
\]
\[
\text{When did [this period/the first period/the second period/the third period] of ill health or disability start?}
\]
\[
\text{(1900..2009)}
\]
\[
\text{CHK: NOT ((HS059_illstart = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HS059_illstart)) }"\text{[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]}"\]
\[
\text{ENDIF}
\]
\[
\text{HS055 TYPE 1 OF ILLNESS FOR PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH}
\]
\[
\text{Please look at SHOWCARD 27. Which conditions on this card, if any, accounted for [this period of/the first period of/this periods of/this time of/the second period of/the third period of] ill health or disability (that you had as an adult)?}
\]
\[
\text{IWER:Please code all that apply. Choose 'other' in the next question if necessary.}
\]
\[
\text{1. Back pain}
\]
\[
\text{2. Arthritis, including osteoarthritis and rheumatism}
\]
\[
\text{3. Osteoporosis}
\]
\[
\text{4. Angina or heart attack (including myocardial infarction or coronary thrombosis)}
\]
\[
\text{5. Other heart disease}
\]
\[
\text{6. Diabetes or high blood sugar}
\]
\[
\text{7. Stroke}
\]
\[
\text{8. Asthma}
\]
\[
\text{9. Respiratory problems other than asthma (e.g. bronchitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)}
\]
\[
\text{10. Tuberculosis}
\]
\[
\text{11. Severe headaches or migraines}
\]
\[
\text{96. None of these}
\]
HS056 TYPE 2 OF ILLNESS FOR PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH

Please look at SHOWCARD 28. Here is a second list of health conditions. Which conditions on this card, if any, accounted for your first period of/this periods of/this time of/the second period of/the third period of/ill health or disability (that you had as an adult)?

IWER: Please code all that apply.

1. Leukaemia or lymphoma
2. Cancer or malignant tumour (excluding minor skin cancers)
3. Emotional, nervous, or psychiatric problem
4. Fatigue, e.g. with ME, MS
5. Gynaecological (women's) problem
6. Eyesight problems
7. Infectious disease (e.g. shingles, mumps, TB, HIV)
8. Allergies (other than asthma, e.g. food intolerance, hay fever)
9. None of these
10. Other

CHIP: NOT (( > 1) AND (a96 IN HS056_illness2)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]

IF 97. Other IN HS056(TYPE 2 OF ILLNESS FOR PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH)

HS057 SPECIFY OTHER SERIOUS CONDITION

Please specify.

ENDIF

If HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) <> 5. Have been ill or with disabilities for all or most of my life AND HS054 (NUMBER PERIODS OF ILL HEALTH) <> 4. More than three

HS060 WHEN DID ILLNESS PERIOD STOP

If at all, when did this period of ill health or disability end?

IWER: Please code 9997 if this period is not finished.

(1900..9997)

CHIP: NOT ((HS060_illstop = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HS060_illstop)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

HS061 DID FAMILY AND FRIENDS HELP ILLNESS PERIOD

Did your family or friends help you to deal with this health problem, for example by providing money or care?

1. No, not at all
2. Yes, somewhat
3. Yes, a lot

LOOP cm2:= 1 TO 20

IF RE011 (YEAR STARTED JOB) <= HS059 (WHEN DID ILLNESS PERIOD START)
AND RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) >= HS059 (WHEN DID ILLNESS PERIOD START)
ELSE
IF RE011 (YEAR STARTED JOB) <= HS060 (WHEN DID ILLNESS PERIOD STOP)
AND RE026 (YEAR STOPPED IN THIS JOB) >= HS060 (WHEN DID ILLNESS PERIOD STOP)
ELSE
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDLOOP

IF found = 1

HS062 EXPERIENCES AT WORK BECAUSE OF ILLNESS PERIOD
You told us that you were working at least partially during this time. Please look at SHOWCARD 29. Because of this period of ill health, did you experience any of the following?
1. Denied promotions
2. Assignment to a task with fewer responsibilities
3. Working on tasks below your qualifications
4. Harassment by your boss or colleagues
5. Pay cuts
96. None of these

CHK: NOT (( > 1) AND (a96 IN HS062_illcqwrk)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]"

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

HS063 CONSEQUENCES OF ILLNESS PERIOD
Please look at SHOWCARD 30. What long-term effects, if any, has injury, ill health or
disability had on your life?
| IWER:Please code all that apply.
| 1. Limited my opportunities for paid work
| 2. Had a negative effect on my family life
| 3. Had a positive effect on my family life
| 4. Made my social life more difficult
| 5. Limited my leisure activities
| 6. Made me determined to get the best out of life
| 7. Opened up new opportunities
| 96. None of these
| 97. Other

CHK: NOT (( > 1) AND (a96 IN HS063_illconsq)) "[You cannot select 'None of these' together with any other answer. Please change your answer.]"

IF 97. Other IN HS063(CONSEQUENCES OF ILLNESS PERIOD)

| HS064 SPECIFY OTHER CONSEQUENCES OF HEALTH
| Please specify.
| __________
| ENDIF

ENDIF

HS065 END OF HEALTH SECTION

IWER:This is the end of the health section. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

| HS066 PROXY CHECK
| IWER:Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
| 1. Respondent only
| 2. Respondent and proxy
| 3. Proxy only
| ENDIF

HC001 START OF CHILDHOOD HEALTH CARE
I now have some questions concerning your health care during your life.
IWER:Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

HC002 VACCINATIONS DURING CHILDHOOD
During your childhood, that is, from when you were born up to and including age 15, have you received any vaccinations?
1. Yes
5. No

IF HC002 (VACCINATIONS DURING CHILDHOOD) = 5. No

| HC003 REASONS FOR NO CHILDHOOD VACCINATIONS |
| Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you have not received any vaccinations (during your childhood)? |
| IWER: Please code all that apply. |
| 1. Not affordable |
| 2. Not covered by health insurance |
| 3. Did not have health insurance |
| 4. Time constraints |
| 5. Not enough information about this type of care |
| 6. Not usual to get this type of care |
| 7. No place to receive this type of care close to home |
| 8. Not considered to be necessary |
| 97. Other reasons |

ENDIF

HC005 USUAL SOURCE OF CARE
Have you always had a usual source of care, that is, a particular person or a place that you went to when you were sick or you needed advice about your health?
IWER: A usual source of care could be a doctor, a nurse, or a health care center.
1. Yes
5. No

IF HC005 (USUAL SOURCE OF CARE) = 5. No

| HC005a WHEN NO USUAL SOURCE OF CARE |
| Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not have such a usual source of care. |
| IWER: Please code all that apply. |
| 1. When I was between 0-15 years old. |
| 2. When I was between 16-25 years old. |
| 3. When I was between 26-40 years old. |
| 4. When I was between 41-55 years old. |
| 5. When I was between 56-65 years old. |
| 6. When I was between 66-75 years old. |
| 7. When I was older than 75 years old. |

CHK: NOT ((HC005a_whnnocare = RESPONSE) AND ((((((((a1 IN HC005a_whnnocare) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC005a_whnnocare) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC005a_whnnocare) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC005a_whnnocare) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC005a_whnnocare) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE))))) OR ((a6 IN HC005a_whnnocare) AND (((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))))
HC015 EVER REGULAR DENTIST
Have you ever gone to a dentist regularly for check-ups or dental care?

1. Yes
5. No

IF HC015 (EVER REGULAR DENTIST) = 1. Yes
   |
   |
HC016 CHILDHOOD REGULAR DENTIST
Did you start going regularly to the dentist during your childhood (that is, from when you were born up to and including age 15)?
   |
1. Yes
5. No

IF HC016 (CHILDHOOD REGULAR DENTIST) = 5. No
   |
   |
HC017 YEAR REGULAR DENTIST
In which year did you start going (regularly to the dentist for checkups or dental care)?
   |
   |
(1900..2009)
   |
CHK: NOT ((HC017_yrdent = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HC017_yrdent)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
   |
ENDIF

HC025 FREQUENCY REGULAR DENTIST
When you were going to the dentist regularly, how often was that on average?
   IWER:Please read out loud.
   1. At least once a year
   2. Not every year, but at least every two years
   3. Less often

HC018 CONTINUITY REGULAR DENTIST
Since then, have you always gone regularly (to the dentist for checkups or dental care)?
   |
1. Yes
5. No

IF HC018 (CONTINUITY REGULAR DENTIST) = 5. No
   |
   |
HC018a WHEN NO DENTAL CARE
Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not go to a dentist for checkups or dental care regularly.
   IWER:Please code all that apply.
   1. When I was between 0-15 years old.
When I was between 16-25 years old.
When I was between 26-40 years old.
When I was between 41-55 years old.
When I was between 56-65 years old.
When I was between 66-75 years old.
When I was older than 75 years old.

CHK: NOT ((HC018a_whnnodental = RESPONSE) AND (((((((a1 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE))))) OR ((a3 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC018a_whnnodental) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF HC015 (EVER REGULAR DENTIST) = 5. No OR HC018 (CONTINUITY REGULAR DENTIST) = 5. No

| HC026 REASONS FOR NO REGULAR DENTAL CARE
| Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you [have never gone/weren't going] to a dentist regularly for check-ups or dental care?
| IWER: Please code all that apply.
| 1. Not affordable
| 2. Not covered by health insurance
| 3. Did not have health insurance
| 4. Time constraints
| 5. Not enough information about this type of care
| 6. Not usual to get this type of care
| 7. No place to receive this type of care close to home
| 8. Not considered to be necessary
| 9. Other reasons
| ENDIF

IF Current.W3_CV005_Gender = a2

| HC028 REGULAR GYNAECOLOGICAL VISITS
| Have you ever received gynaecological check-ups regularly over the course of several years?
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
| IF HC028 (REGULAR GYNAECOLOGICAL VISITS) = 1. Yes
| HC029 YEAR REGULAR GYN VISITS
In which year did you start receiving gynaecological check-ups regularly?

| (1900..2009) |

CHK: NOT ((HC029_yrgyn = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HC029_yrgyn)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

**HC037 FREQUENCY REGULAR GYN VISITS**

When you were regularly receiving gynaecological check-ups, how often was that on average?

1. At least once a year
2. Not every year, but at least every two years
3. Less often

**HC030 CONTINUITY REGULAR GYN VISITS**

Since then, have you always had gynaecological check-ups regularly?

1. Yes
5. No

**IF HC030 (CONTINUITY REGULAR GYN VISITS) = 5. No**

**HC030a WHEN NO GYN CHECKS**

Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not have gynaecological check-ups regularly.

1. When I was between 0-15 years old.
2. When I was between 16-25 years old.
3. When I was between 26-40 years old.
4. When I was between 41-55 years old.
5. When I was between 56-65 years old.
6. When I was between 66-75 years old.
7. When I was older than 75 years old.

CHK: NOT ((HC030a_whnnogyn = RESPONSE) AND ((((((a1 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC030a_whnnogyn) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

**ENDIF**

**ENDIF**

**IF HC028 (REGULAR GYNAECOLOGICAL VISITS) = 5. No OR HC030 (CONTINUITY REGULAR GYN VISITS) = 5. No**
HC038 REASONS FOR NO REGULAR GYN VISITS

Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you [have never received/stopped receiving] gynaecological check-ups regularly?

IWER: Please code all that apply.

1. Not affordable
2. Not covered by health insurance
3. Did not have health insurance
4. Time constraints
5. Not enough information about this type of care
6. Not usual to get this type of care
7. No place to receive this type of care close to home
8. Not considered to be necessary
9. Other reasons

ENDIF

ENDF

HC040 REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS

Have you ever had your blood pressure checked regularly over the course of several years?

1. Yes
5. No

IF HC040 (REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS) = 1. Yes

HC041 YEAR REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE

In which year did you start having your blood pressure checked regularly?

(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((HC041_yrbldp = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HC041_yrbldp)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

HC049 FREQUENCY REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE

(When you were having your blood pressure checked regularly,) How often was that on average?

IWER: Please read out loud.

1. At least once a year
2. Not every year, but at least every two years
3. Less often

HC042 CONTINUITY REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE

Since then, have you always had your blood pressure checked regularly?

1. Yes
5. No

IF HC042 (CONTINUITY REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE) = 5. No
HC042a WHEN NO BLOOD PRESSURE
Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not have your blood pressure checked regularly.

IWER: Please code all that apply.

1. When I was between 0-15 years old.
2. When I was between 16-25 years old.
3. When I was between 26-40 years old.
4. When I was between 41-55 years old.
5. When I was between 56-65 years old.
6. When I was between 66-75 years old.
7. When I was older than 75 years old.

CHK: NOT ((HC042a_whnnobldp = RESPONSE) AND ((((a1 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND (Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND ((Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE))))) OR ((a3 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND ((Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a4 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND ((Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND ((Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND ((Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC042a_whnnobldp) AND ((Current.W3.CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]")

ENDIF

IF HC040 (REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS) = 5. No OR HC042 (CONTINUITY REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE) = 5. No

ENDF

HC050 REASONS FOR NO REGULAR BLOOD PRESSURE
Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you [have never had/stopped having] your blood pressure checked regularly?

IWER: Please code all that apply.

1. Not affordable
2. Not covered by health insurance
3. Did not have health insurance
4. Time constraints
5. Not enough information about this type of care
6. Not usual to get this type of care
7. No place to receive this type of care close to home
8. Not considered to be necessary
9. Other reasons

ENDF

HC052 REGULAR BLOOD TESTS
Have you ever had your blood tested regularly over the course of several years, for example for measurements of cholesterol or blood sugar?

1. Yes
5. No
IF HC052 (REGULAR BLOOD TESTS) = 1. Yes

HC053 YEAR REGULAR BLOOD TESTS
In which year did you start having your blood tested regularly?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((HC053_yrbldt = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HC053_yrbldt)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

HC061 FREQUENCY REGULAR BLOOD TESTS
When you were having your blood tested regularly, how often was that on average?
IWER: Please read out.
1. At least once a year
2. Not every year, but at least every two years
3. Less often

HC054 CONTINUITY REGULAR BLOOD TESTS
Since then, have you always had your blood tested regularly?
1. Yes
5. No

IF HC054 (CONTINUITY REGULAR BLOOD TESTS) = 5. No

HC054a WHEN NO BLOOD TESTS
Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not have your blood tested in a laboratory regularly.
IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. When I was between 0-15 years old.
2. When I was between 16-25 years old.
3. When I was between 26-40 years old.
4. When I was between 41-55 years old.
5. When I was between 56-65 years old.
6. When I was between 66-75 years old.
7. When I was older than 75 years old.

CHK: NOT ((HC054a_whnnobldt = RESPONSE) AND (((((a1 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a5 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a6 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a7 IN HC054a_whnnobldt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE))))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

ENDIF
IF HC052 (REGULAR BLOOD TESTS) = 5. No OR HC054 (CONTINUITY REGULAR BLOOD TESTS) = 5. No

| HC062 REASONS FOR NO REGULAR BLOOD TESTS
| Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you [have never had/stopped having] your blood tested regularly?
| IWER: Please code all that apply.
| 1. Not affordable
| 2. Not covered by health insurance
| 3. Did not have health insurance
| 4. Time constraints
| 5. Not enough information about this type of care
| 6. Not usual to get this type of care
| 7. No place to receive this type of care close to home
| 8. Not considered to be necessary
| 97. Other reasons
|
ENDIF

IF Current.W3_CV005_Gender = a2

| HC064 REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS
| Have you ever had mammograms regularly over the course of several years?
|
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
|
| IF HC064 (REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS) = 1. Yes
|| |
| HC065 YEAR REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS
| In which year did you start having mammograms regularly?
|
| (1900..2009)
|
| CHK: NOT ((HC065_yrmam = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HC065_yrmam)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]
"
| HC073 FREQUENCY REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS
| When you were having mammograms, how often was that on average?
| IWER: Please read out
| 1. At least once a year
| 2. Not every year, but at least every two years
| 3. Less often
|
| HC066 CONTINUITY REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS
| Since then, have you always had mammograms regularly?
|
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
|
IF HC066 (CONTINUITY REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS) = 5. No

HC066a WHEN NO MAMMOGRAPHY
Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not have mammograms regularly.

IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. When I was between 0-15 years old.
2. When I was between 16-25 years old.
3. When I was between 26-40 years old.
4. When I was between 41-55 years old.
5. When I was between 56-65 years old.
6. When I was between 66-75 years old.
7. When I was older than 75 years old.

CHK: NOT ((HC066a_whnnomamm = RESPONSE) AND (((((((a1 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR (a5 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR (a7 IN HC066a_whnnomamm) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

IF HC064 (REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS) = 5. No OR HC066 (CONTINUITY REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS) = 5. No

HC074 REASONS FOR NO REGULAR MAMMOGRAMS
Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you [have never had/stopped having] mammograms regularly?
IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. Not affordable
2. Not covered by health insurance
3. Did not have health insurance
4. Time constraints
5. Not enough information about this type of care
6. Not usual to get this type of care
7. No place to receive this type of care close to home
8. Not considered to be necessary
97. Other reasons

ENDIF

HC076 REGULAR VISION TESTS
Have you ever received vision tests regularly over the course of several years?
1. Yes  
5. No

IF HC076 (REGULAR VISION TESTS) = 1. Yes

| HC077 YEAR REGULAR VISION TESTS  
| In which year did you start receiving vision tests regularly?  
| (1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((HC077_yrvis = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > HC077_yrvis)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years."

| HC085 FREQUENCY REGULAR VISION TESTS  
| When you were having vision tests regularly, how often was that on average?  
| IWER: Please read out.

  1. At least once a year  
  2. Not every year, but at least every two years  
  3. Less often

| HC078 CONTINUITY REGULAR VISION TESTS  
| Since then, have you always had vision tests regularly?  

  1. Yes  
  5. No

IF HC078 (CONTINUITY REGULAR VISION TESTS) = 5. No

| HC078a WHEN NO VISION TESTS  
| Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you did not have vision tests regularly.

  1. When I was between 0-15 years old.  
  2. When I was between 16-25 years old.  
  3. When I was between 26-40 years old.  
  4. When I was between 41-55 years old.  
  5. When I was between 56-65 years old.  
  6. When I was between 66-75 years old.  
  7. When I was older than 75 years old.

CHK: NOT ((HC078a_whnnovision = RESPONSE) AND ((((((((a1 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a3 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a4 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a5 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a6 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a7 IN HC078a_whnnovision) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]"
IF HC076 (REGULAR VISION TESTS) = 5. No OR HC078 (CONTINUITY REGULAR VISION TESTS) = 5. No

HC086 REASONS FOR NO REGULAR VISION TESTS
Please look at SHOWCARD 31. What are the reasons you [have never had/stopped having] vision tests regularly?
IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. Not affordable
2. Not covered by health insurance
3. Did not have health insurance
4. Time constraints
5. Not enough information about this type of care
6. Not usual to get this type of care
7. No place to receive this type of care close to home
8. Not considered to be necessary
97. Other reasons

ENDIF

HC088 CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR
Please look at SHOWCARD 33. During your life, have you ever engaged in any of the following activities for at least a year to improve your health?
IWER: Please only consider behaviour lasting for at least one year. Code all that apply.
1. Increased your physical activity
2. Changed your diet
3. Stopped smoking
4. Reduced your alcohol consumption
96. None of these

IF NOT 96. None of these IN HC088(CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR)

IF 1. Increased your physical activity IN HC088(CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR)

HC089 START OF BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
Please look at SHOWCARD 32. Please specify the periods in which you [increased your physical activity/changed your diet/stopped smoking/reduced your alcohol consumption].
IWER: Please code all that apply.
1. When I was between 0-15 years old.
2. When I was between 16-25 years old.
3. When I was between 26-40 years old.
4. When I was between 41-55 years old.
5. When I was between 56-65 years old.
6. When I was between 66-75 years old.
7. When I was older than 75 years old.
CHK: NOT ((HC089_bhavstrt = RESPONSE) AND (((((a1 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

IF 2. Changed your diet IN HC088(CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR)

CHK: NOT ((HC089_bhavstrt = RESPONSE) AND (((((a1 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

IF 3. Stopped smoking IN HC088(CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR)

CHK: NOT ((HC089_bhavstrt = RESPONSE) AND (((((a1 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

IF 4. Reduced your alcohol consumption IN HC088(CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR)

CHK: NOT ((HC089_bhavstrt = RESPONSE) AND (((((a1 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > YEAR (SYSDATE))) OR ((a2 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 15) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a3 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 25) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a4 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 40) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a5 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 55) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a6 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 65) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) OR ((a7 IN HC089_bhavstrt) AND ((Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth + 75) > YEAR (SYSDATE)))) "[This set of answers is not possible for age of respondent.]

ENDIF

112
ENDIF

HC097 END OF HEALTH CARE SECTION

IWER: This is the end of the health care module. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
|
| HC098 PROXY CHECK
|
| IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?
| 1. Respondent only
| 2. Respondent and proxy
| 3. Proxy only
|
ENDIF

GL001 INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL LIFE QUESTIONS
I now have some general questions about certain periods in your life.
IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
|
| GL002 PERIOD OF HAPPINESS
| Looking back on your life, was there a distinct period during which you were happier than during the rest of your life?
|
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
|
| IF GL002 (PERIOD OF HAPPINESS) = 1. Yes
||
|| GL003 WHEN HAPPINESS PERIOD STARTED
|| When did this period of happiness start?
||
|| (1900..2009)
||
| CHK: NOT ((GL003_StartHappy = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > GL003_StartHappy)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
||
| GL004 WHEN HAPPINESS PERIOD STOPPED
|| When did this period stop?
|| IWER: Please code 9997 if this period is still ongoing
|| (1900..9997)
||
| CHK: NOT ((GL004_StopHappy = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > GL004_StopHappy)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]"
GL005 PERIOD OF STRESS
(Looking back on your life,) was there a distinct period during which you were under more stress compared to the rest of your life?

1. Yes
5. No

IF GL005 (PERIOD OF STRESS) = 1. Yes

GL006 WHEN STRESS PERIOD STARTED
When did this stress period start?
(1900..2009)

CHK: NOT ((GL006_StartStress = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > GL006_StartStress)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

GL007 WHEN STRESS PERIOD STOPPED
When did this period stop?
IWER: Please code 9997 if this period is still ongoing
(1900..9997)

CHK: NOT ((GL007_StopStress = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > GL007_StopStress)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

GL008 PERIOD OF POOR HEALTH
(Looking back on your life,) was there a distinct period during which your health was poor compared to the rest of your life?

1. Yes
5. No

IF GL008 (PERIOD OF POOR HEALTH) = 1. Yes

GL009 WHEN POOR HEALTH PERIOD STARTED
When did this period of poor health start?
(Looking back on your life,) was there a distinct period of financial hardship?

1. Yes
5. No

IF GL011 (PERIOD OF FINANCIAL HARDSHIP) = 1. Yes

| GL012 WHEN FINANCIAL HARDSHIP PERIOD STARTED
| When did this period of financial hardship start?
| (1900..2009)
| CHK: NOT ((GL012_StartMoney = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth > GL012_StartMoney)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

| GL013 WHEN FINANCIAL HARDSHIP PERIOD STOPPED
| When did this period stop?
| IWER: Please code 9997 if this period is still ongoing
| (1900..9997)
| CHK: NOT ((GL013_StopMoney = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3.CV007.YrBirth > GL013_StopMoney)) "[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

ENDIF

GL014 PERIOD OF HUNGER
(Looking back on your life,) was there a period during which you suffered from hunger?
1. Yes
5. No

**IF GL014 (PERIOD OF HUNGER) = 1. Yes**

| GL015 WHEN HUNGER PERIOD STARTED |
| When did this period of hunger start? |
| (1900..2009) |

**CHK: NOT ((GL015_StartHunger = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > GL015_StartHunger))** 
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

| GL016 WHEN HUNGER PERIOD STOPPED |
| When did this period stop? |
| IWER: Please code 9997 if this period is still ongoing |
| (1900..9997) |

**CHK: NOT ((GL016_StopHunger = RESPONSE) AND (Current.W3_CV007_YrBirth > GL016_StopHunger))** 
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

**CHK: NOT (((GL015_StartHunger = RESPONSE) AND (GL016_StopHunger = RESPONSE)) AND (GL015_StartHunger > GL016_StopHunger))** 
"[This year does not fit in with the given year of birth. Please check both years.]

**ENDIF**

**GL022 DISCRIMINATED AGAINST**
There are times, in which people are persecuted or discriminated against, for example because of their political beliefs, religion, nationality, ethnicity, sexual orientation or their background. People may also be persecuted or discriminated against because of the political beliefs or the religion of their close relatives. Have you ever been the victim of such persecution or discrimination?

IWER: "Background" includes such things as class background, family origin, etc
1. Yes
5. No

**IF GL022 (DISCRIMINATED AGAINST) = 1. Yes**

| GL023 MAIN REASON OF PERSECUTION |
| What was the main reason you were persecuted or discriminated against? |
| IWER: Please read out. Code only one. |
| 1. Your political beliefs |
| 2. Your religion |
| 3. Your ethnicity or nationality |
| 4. Your sexual orientation |
| 5. Your background |
| 6. Political beliefs or religion of your close relatives |
| 97. SPONTANEOUS only: Other reasons |
IF GL023 (MAIN REASON OF PERSECUTION) = 97. SPONTANEOUS only: Other reasons

GL023a OTHER REASON OF PERSECUTION
For what other reason were you persecuted or discriminated against?

__________

ENDIF

GL024 Forced to stop working
Did persecution or discrimination because of [your political beliefs/your religion/your ethnicity/your sexual orientation/your background/political beliefs or religion of your close relatives/{other reason}] ever force you to stop working in a job?

1. Yes
5. No

IF GL024 (FORCED TO STOP WORKING) = 1. Yes

IF Sec_RE.RE046_NumberOfJobs > 0

GL025 STOPPED JOBS BECAUSE OF PERSECUTION
In which jobs was that?

{Titles of jobs}

ENDIF

ENDIF

GL026 EXPERIENCES IN JOB
As a consequence of persecution or discrimination because of [your political beliefs/your religion/your ethnicity/your sexual orientation/your background/political beliefs or religion of your close relatives/{other reason}], did you ever experience any of the following during your working life?

IWER: Please read out. Code all that apply.

1. Denied promotions
2. Assignment to a task with fewer responsibilities
3. Working on tasks below your qualifications
4. Harassment by your boss or colleagues
5. Pay cuts
96. None of these

IF 1. Denied promotions IN GL026 (EXPERIENCES IN JOB) OR 2. Assignment to a task with fewer responsibilities IN GL026 (EXPERIENCES IN JOB) OR 3. Working on tasks below your qualifications IN GL026 (EXPERIENCES IN JOB)
OR 4. Harassment by your boss or colleagues IN
| GL026(EXPERIENCES IN JOB)
|   |
|   IF Sec_RE.RE046_NumberOfJobs > 0
|   |
|   GL027 WHICH JOBS CONSEQUENCE OF PERSECUTION
|   | In which jobs was that?
|   |
|   {Titles of jobs}
|   |
|   ENDIF
| |
| ENDIF
| |

| GL028 DIFFICULTIES FINDING A JOB BECAUSE OF REASON FOR PERSECUTION
| Have you ever had difficulties finding a job adequate to your qualifications because of [your political beliefs/your religion/your ethnicity/your sexual orientation/your background/political beliefs or religion of your close relatives/{other reason}]?
| |
| 1. Yes
| 5. No
| |
| IF GL028 (DIFFICULTIES FINDING A JOB BECAUSE OF REASON FOR PERSECUTION) = 1. Yes
| |
| GL029 FIRST EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTIES FINDING A JOB
| In what year did you first experience these difficulties?
| |
| (1900..2009)
| |
| ENDIF
| |
| LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 6
| |
| ENDLOOP
| |
| LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 20
| |
| IF RE010 (SITUATION CHANGED TO) = 14. Forced labour or in jail
| |
| ELSE
| |
| IF RE010 (SITUATION CHANGED TO) = 15. Exiled or banished
| |
| ELSE
| |
|
\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{IF RE010 (SITUATION CHANGED TO) = 16. Labor camp}
\textbf{ELSE}
\textbf{ENDIF}
\textbf{ENDIF}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{GL030 CAMP BECAUSE OF REASON FOR PERSECUTION}
\textbf{You told us earlier that you [lived in a prison/lived in a prisoner of war camp/lived in labor camp/lived in a concentration camp/had to do forced labor or were in jail/were exiled or banished]. Was this because of [your political beliefs/your religion/your ethnicity/your sexual orientation/your background/political beliefs or religion of your close relatives/other reason]}?
\textbf{1. Yes}
\textbf{5. No}
\textbf{ENDIF}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{GL031 DISPOSSESSED BECAUSE OF REASON FOR PERSECUTION}
\textbf{There may be cases when individuals and their families are dispossessed of their property as a result of war or persecution. Were you or your family ever dispossessed of any property as a result of war or persecution?}
\textbf{1. Yes}
\textbf{5. No}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{IF GL031 (DISPOSSESSED BECAUSE OF REASON FOR PERSECUTION) = 1. Yes}
\textbf{GL033 WHEN PROPERTY TAKEN AWAY}
\textbf{When was the [first time/next time] that your or your family’s property was taken away as a result of war or persecution?}
\textbf{(1900..2009)}
\textbf{GL032 TYPE OF PROPERTY}
\textbf{What type of property was this?}
\end{verbatim}
Were you or your family [m]ever[/m] compensated for this dispossession?

1. Yes, fully
3. Yes, partially
5. No

Was there another time you or your family was dispossessed of any property as a result of war or persecution?

1. Yes
5. No

When was the [first time/next time] that your or your family’s property was taken away as a result of war or persecution?

(1900..2009)

What type of property was this?

1. Businesses or companies
2. Houses or buildings
3. Farmland or other land
4. Flat or apartment
5. Money or assets

Were you or your family [m]ever[/m] compensated for this dispossession?

1. Yes, fully
3. Yes, partially
5. No
ANOTHER TIME DISPOSSESSED OF ANY PROPERTY

Was there another time you or your family was dispossessed of any property as a result of war or persecution?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

ENDIF

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

INTRODUCTION TO FINAL QUESTION

So far we have asked you about some specific areas of your life. We understand that there may be other aspects of your life that are important.

IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.

1. Continue

ANYTHING ELSE THAT HAS HAPPENED

Is there anything else that has happened in your life that you'd like to tell us about?

1. Yes
5. No

IF GL018 (ANYTHING ELSE THAT HAS HAPPENED) = 1. Yes

DETAILS OF WHAT ELSE HAPPENED

IWER: Please enter details of event mentioned. Press <Next> or <Alt>-<N> to continue.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

PROXY CHECK

IWER: Please check. Who answered the questions in this section?

1. Respondent only
2. Respondent and proxy
3. Proxy only

ENDIF
IF GripstrengthDone = 0
|
| **ON001** INTRODUCTION TO WAVE 3 FORWARD QUESTIONS
| As you know, [m]"50+ in Europe"[/m] is a study over multiple periods. Although this interview was very different to the previous ones, we are interested in some measures that can connect directly with information we collected earlier. This is just the measure of your grip strength you may remember from the last interview.
| IWER:Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.
| 1. Continue
|
| IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
|
| **GS001** WILLING TO HAVE HANDGRIP MEASURED
| Now I would like to assess the strength of your hand in a gripping exercise. I will ask you to squeeze this handle as hard as you can, just for a couple of seconds and then let go. I will take two alternate measurements from your right and your left hand. Would you be willing to have your handgrip measured?
| IWER:Demonstrate grip strength measure
| 1. R agrees to take measurement
| 2. R refuses to take measurement
| 3. R is unable to take measurement
|
| IF GS001 (WILLING TO HAVE HANDGRIP MEASURED) <> 1. R agrees to take measurement
|
| **GS010** WHY NOT COMPLETED GS TEST
|
| IWER:Why didn't Respondent complete the grip strength test? CODE ALL THAT APPLY
| 1. R felt it would not be safe
| 2. IWER felt it would not be safe
| 3. R refused, no reason given
| 4. R tried but was unable to complete test
| 5. R did not understand the instructions
| 6. R had surgery, injury, swelling, etc. on both hands in past 6 months
| 97. Other (Specify)
|
| 97. Other (Specify) IN GS010(WHY NOT COMPLETED GS TEST)
| **GS011** OTHER REASON
|
| IWER:Specify other reason
| ___________
|  ENDIF
|
|  ENDIF
GS002  RECORD RESPONDENT STATUS

WER:Record respondent status
1. Respondent has the use of both hands
2. Respondent is unable to use right hand
3. Respondent is unable to use left hand

IF GS001 (WILLING TO HAVE HANDGRIP MEASURED) <> 1. R agrees to take measurement

GS003  END OF TEST BECAUSE RESPONDENT IS UNABLE OR NOT WILLING TO DO TEST
INTERVIEWER STOP TEST.
WER:No handgrip measurement to be taken
1. Continue
ENDIF

IF GS001 (WILLING TO HAVE HANDGRIP MEASURED) = 1. R agrees to take measurement

IF GS002 (RECORD RESPONDENT STATUS) = 1. Respondent has the use of both hands

GS004  DOMINANT HAND
Which is your dominant hand?
1. Right hand
2. Left hand
ENDIF

GS005  INTRODUCTION TO TEST
WER:Position the respondent correctly. Adjust dynomometer to hand size by turning the lever and reset arrow at zero. Explain the procedure once again. Let respondent have a practice with one hand. Use scorecard to record the results and enter results into computer after test is finished.
1. Continue

IF GS002 (RECORD RESPONDENT STATUS) = 1. Respondent has the use of both hands OR GS002 (RECORD RESPONDENT STATUS) = 2. Respondent is unable to use right hand

GS006  FIRST MEASUREMENT, LEFT HAND
LEFT HAND, FIRST MEASUREMENT.
WER:Enter the results to the nearest integer value.
__________ (0..100)
GS007 SECOND MEASUREMENT. LEFT HAND
LEFT HAND, SECOND MEASUREMENT.
IWER: Enter the results to the nearest integer value.
___________ (0..100)

CHK: NOT ((GS007_SecondLHand = RESPONSE) AND ((GS007_SecondLHand <= (GS006_FirstLHand - 20)) OR (GS007_SecondLHand >= (GS006_FirstLHand + 20)))) "[The difference between the first and second measurement with the left hand is very large: Have you entered the correct numbers?]

ENDIF

IF GS002 (RECORD RESPONDENT STATUS) = 1. Respondent has the use of both hands OR GS002 (RECORD RESPONDENT STATUS) = 3. Respondent is unable to use left hand

GS008 FIRST MEASUREMENT, RIGHT HAND
RIGHT HAND, FIRST MEASUREMENT.
IWER: Enter the results to the nearest integer value.
___________ (0..100)

GS009 SECOND MEASUREMENT, RIGHT HAND
RIGHT HAND, SECOND MEASUREMENT.
IWER: Enter the results to the nearest integer value.
___________ (0..100)

CHK: NOT ((GS009_SecondRHand = RESPONSE) AND ((GS009_SecondRHand <= (GS008_FirstRHand - 20)) OR (GS009_SecondRHand >= (GS008_FirstRHand + 20)))) "[The difference between the first and second measurement with the right hand is very large: Have you entered the correct numbers?]"

ENDIF

GS012 HOW MUCH EFFORT R GAVE

IWER: How much effort did R give to this measurement?
1. R gave full effort
2. R was prevented from giving full effort by illness, pain, or other symptoms or discomforts
3. R did not appear to give full effort, but no obvious reason for this

GS013 THE POSITION OF R FOR THIS TEST

IWER: What was the R"s position for this test?
1. Standing
2. Sitting
3. Lying down

GS014 R RESTED HIS/HER ARMS ON A SUPPORT

IWER: Did R rest his/her arms on a support while performing this test?
This is the end of this section. Thank you for your participation.

IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.

1. Continue

This was the last question. We would like to thank you very much again for participating in our research project. It is very likely that this research project will continue in two years with another interview. For this reason, we hope that it is ok with you that we keep your name and address in our files, so that we can contact you again. Is this ok?

IWER: Let respondent sign consent statement if necessary. If the respondent hesitates, say that [he/she] can still say no at the time when recontacting.

1. Consent to recontact
5. No consent to recontact

LS002 Check for missings

IWER: Press 1 and <ENTER> to check whether there were any questions missed.

1. Continue

IF LS002 (CHECK FOR MISSINGS) = 1. Continue

| CHK: Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
| CHK: Sec_ST.ST011_gender <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
| CHK: Sec_ST.ST003_name <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
| CHK: Sec_ST.ST006_mnthob <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
| CHK: Sec_ST.ST007_yob <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
| CHK: Sec_ST.ST012_strtcal <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
| CHK: Sec_ST.ST013_introcal <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]" |
\( \text{IF Sec\_ST\_ST001a\_Proxy <> a3} \)

| CHK: Sec\_ST\_ST016\_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| ENDIF |

| CHK: Sec\_RC\_RC001\_strkid <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RC\_RC022\_evextkids <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RC\_RC038\_extadpt <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RC\_RC060\_rcend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| IF Sec\_ST\_ST001a\_Proxy <> a3 |

| CHK: Sec\_RC\_RC061\_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| ENDIF |

| CHK: Sec\_RP\_RP001_prtstart <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RP\_RP002_prtmar <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RP\_RP002d_prtliv <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RP\_RP016_prtnocohp <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_RP\_RP022_rpend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| IF Sec\_ST\_ST001a\_Proxy <> a3 |

| CHK: Sec\_RP\_RP023_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| ENDIF |

| CHK: Sec\_AC\_AC001_acstrt <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_AC\_AC002_acmintro <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_AC\_AC003_acyrest <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_AC\_AC004_acborn <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec\_AC\_Residence[1].AC008_actyp <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec_AC.AC025_acend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

CHK: Sec_AC.AC027_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

ENDIF

CHK: Sec_CS.CS001_csesstrt <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_CS.CS010_csesgrmt <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_CS.CS011_csend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: NOT (Sec_CS.CS012_proxycheck = EMPTY AND (Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3)) "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

CHK: Sec_CS.CS012_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

ENDIF

CHK: Sec_RE.RE001_whstart <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_RE.RE002_edfinage <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_RE.RE004_emintro <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_RE.RE045_workend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: NOT (Sec_RE.RE048_proxycheck = EMPTY AND (Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3)) "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

CHK: Sec_RE.RE048_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

ENDIF

CHK: Sec_FS.FS001_fsstart <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_FS.FS002_stock <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_FS.FS004_mutfund <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_FS.FS006_retacn <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec_FS.FS008_lifeins <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_FS.FS010_ownbus <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_FS.FS012_finend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
|   | CHK: Sec_FS.FS013_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
|   | ENDIF
|

CHK: Sec_HS.HS001_HSStart <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.PH003_w3health <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS002_chheltst <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS003_chstatus <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS004_chmiss <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS005_chbed <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS006_chhosp <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS008_chilness1 <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS009_chilness2 <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS045_parsmok <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS048_adheltst <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS052_evrinjur <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS054_illperd <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

CHK: Sec_HS.HS065_hsend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"

| IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3
|   | CHK: Sec_HS.HS066_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]"
CHK: Sec_HC.HC001_chhhc <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC002_chhvacc <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC005_ussoc <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC015_chhdent <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC040_bldpreg <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC052_bldtreg <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC076_visreg <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC088chgbeh <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_HC.HC097_hcend <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

IF Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3

CHK: Sec_HC.HC098_proxycheck <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

ENDIF

CHK: Sec_GL.GL001_IntroGL <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL002_HappyPeriod <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL005_StressPeriod <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL008_SickPeriod <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL011_MoneyPeriod <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL014_HungerPeriod <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL022_EverVictPers <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: Sec_GL.GL031_PropDissp <> EMPTY "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: NOT (Sec_GL.GL017_Intro = EMPTY AND (Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3)) "[This question should be answered to complete this questionnaire.]

CHK: NOT (Sec_GL.GL018_Else = EMPTY AND (Sec_ST.ST001a_Proxy <> a3)) "[This
LS001 OUTRO
This is the end of the life history interview. Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions.
IWER: Please close your laptop down now. Remember to answer observation questions when you have left the respondent's house. Thank you. Press 1 and <ENTER> to continue.

1. Continue

IF Sec_ST.ST013_introcal = RESPONSE AND Sec_RC.RC060_rcend = RESPONSE AND Sec_RC.RP022_rpend = RESPONSE AND Sec_AC.AC025_acend = RESPONSE AND Sec_CS.CS011_csend = RESPONSE AND Sec_RE.RE045_workend = RESPONSE AND Sec_FS.FS012_finend = RESPONSE AND Sec_HS.HS065_hsend = RESPONSE AND Sec_HC.HC097_hcend = RESPONSE AND Sec_GL.GL014_HungerPeriod = RESPONSE

IV001 INTRODUCTION TO IV
This section is about your observations during the interview and should be filled out after each completed individual interview.

1. Continue

   IF Sec_ST.ST001b_Proxy = a1 OR Sec_ST.ST016_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_RE.RE048_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_RC.RC061_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_HS.HS066_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_HC.HC098_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_FS.FS013_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_CS.CS012_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_GL.GL036_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_AC.AC027_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_RP.RP023_proxycheck = a3 OR Sec_ST.ST016_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_RE.RE048_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_RC.RC061_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_HS.HS066_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_HC.HC098_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_FS.FS013_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_CS.CS012_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_GL.GL036_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_AC.AC027_proxycheck = a2 OR Sec_RP.RP023_proxycheck = a2

   IV021 RELATIONSHIP PROXY TO RESPONDENT
   A proxy respondent has answered some or all of the questions we had for [name of the
respondent]. How is the proxy respondent related to [{name of
the respondent}]?

1. Spouse/Partner
2. Child/child- in-law
3. Parent/ Parent- in-law
4. Sibling
5. Grand-child
6. Other relative
7. Nursing home staff
8. Home helper
9. Friend/acquaintance
97. Other

ENDIF

IV002 THIRD PERSONS PRESENT
Were any third persons, (except for a proxy respondent), present during (parts of) the
interview with [{name of respondent}]?
IWER:Code all that apply.
1. Nobody
2. Spouse or partner
3. Parent or parents
4. Child or children
5. Other relatives
6. Other persons present

CHK: NOT ((a1 IN IV002_PersPresent) AND ( > 1)) "[You cannot select 'Nobody' together
with any other answer. Please change your answer."

IF NOT 1. Nobody IN IV002 (THIRD PERSONS PRESENT) AND
IV002_PersPresent.CARDINAL = 1

IV003 INTERVENED IN INTERVIEW
Have these persons intervened in the interview?

1. Yes, often
2. Yes, occasionally
3. No

ENDIF

IV003a FILLED IN APPOINTMENT CARD
Did the respondent fill out the appointment card before the interview started?

1. Yes
5. No

IV003b USED INCENTIVE
Did you use an incentive for this interview?
IF IV003b (USED INCENTIVE) = 1. Yes

IV003c FORM OF INCENTIVE
Was this in form of money, a voucher or a gift?
1. Money
2. Voucher
3. Gift

IV003d WORTH OF INCENTIVE
What was the worth of the incentive?
1. Less than 5 Euro
2. Between 5 and less 10 Euro
3. Between 10 and less 15 Euro
4. 15 Euro or more

ENDIF

IV004 WILLINGNESS TO ANSWER
How would you describe the willingness of [{name of respondent}] to answer?
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Bad
5. Good in the beginning, got worse during the interview
6. Bad in the beginning, got better during the interview

IF IV004 (WILLINGNESS TO ANSWER) = 5. Good in the beginning, got worse during the interview

IV005 WHY WILLINGNESS WORSE
Why did the respondent's willingness to answer get worse during the interview?
IWER: Code all that apply.
1. The respondent was losing interest
2. The respondent was losing concentration or was getting tired
97. Other, please specify

IF 97. Other, please specify IN IV005(WHY WILLINGNESS WORSE)

IV006 WHICH OTHER REASON
What other reason?

__________
IV007 RESP. ASK FOR CLARIFICATION
Did [{name of respondent}] ask for clarification on any questions?

1. Never
2. Almost never
3. Now and then
4. Often
5. Very often
6. Always

IV008 RESPONDENT UNDERSTOOD QUESTIONS
Overall, did you feel that [{name of respondent}] understood the questions?

1. Never
2. Almost never
3. Now and then
4. Often
5. Very often
6. Always

IV009 HELP NEEDED READING SHOWCARDS
Did the respondent need any help reading the showcards during the interview?

1. Yes, due to sight problems
2. Yes, due to literacy problems
3. No

IF First respondent = 1

IV010 INTERVIEW IN HOUSE OF RESPONDENT
Was the interview conducted in the house of the respondent?

1. Yes
5. No

IF IV010 (INTERVIEW IN HOUSE OF RESPONDENT) = 1. Yes

IV011 WHICH AREA BUILDING LOCATED
In which type of area is the building located?

1. A big city
2. The suburbs or outskirts of a big city
3. A large town
4. A small town
5. A rural area or village
**IV012** TYPE OF BUILDING
Which type of building does the household live in?

1. A farm house
2. A free standing one or two family house
3. A one or two family house as row or double house
4. A building with 3 to 8 flats
5. A building with 9 or more flats but no more than 8 floors
6. A high-rise with 9 or more floors
7. A housing complex with services for elderly
8. Special housing for elderly (24 hours attention)

**IF IV012 (TYPE OF BUILDING) = 4. A building with 3 to 8 flats OR IV012_TypeBuilding.ORD = 5**

**IV013** NUMBER OF FLOORS OF BUILDING
Including the ground floor, how many floors does the building have?

__________ (1..99)

**ENDIF**

**IF IV012 (TYPE OF BUILDING) > 3. A one or two family house as row or double house**

**IV014** NUMBER OF STEPS TO ENTRANCE
How many steps had to be climbed (up or down) to get to the main entrance of the household's flat?
IWER: Do not include steps that are avoided, because the block has an elevator.

1. Up to 5
2. 6 to 15
3. 16 to 25
4. More than 25

**ENDIF**

**ENDIF**

**IV015** INTERVIEWER ID
Your interviewer ID:

__________

**ENDIF**

**IV020** OUTRO IV
Thank you very much for completing this section.

1. Finish Interview and go back to SMS.